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REFACE

This examination of the possible application of incentive

contracts for the Air Force's military construction program uses

publicly available materials. The evaluation of contracting options

should be of interest to the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force,

particularly SAF/AQC and SAF/FM; the Deputy Chief of Staff for Civil

Engineering (HQ USAF/CE); the US Army Corps of Engineers; the Naval

Facilities and Engineering Command; and private construction firms. In

addition, this study should be of interest to the Department of

Transportation, US Postal Service, the General Services Administration,

and Congressional staffs interested in construction contracting strategy

and planning.

The cutoff date for data in this report is December 1991.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this study, I examine whether the Air Force can reduce its

contract payments for military construction by using incentive contracts.

I use an optimal contract model to evaluate the use of incentive contracts

in the Air Force's military construction program. I By using this optimal

incentive contract model, I calculate the expected contract payments from

data from actual contract cases.

The use of incentive contracts in construction may affect the Air

Force 's present contracting system program in three ways. First,

incentive contracts may reduce the Air Force's military construction

contract payments relative to the current contracting system. Lower

contract payments are important to the Air Force in light of declining

defense budgets. Second, the increased use of incentive contracts can

provide an additional contracting tool for government contracting officers

in military construction acquisitions instead of exclusively relying on

firm fixed pricf- (FFP) contracts. The Air Force uses FFP contracts in

over 99 percent of its military construction contract awards. 2 Third, the

Air Force and Department of Defense (DoD) can extend the use of incentive

contracts to other non-weapon systems acquisitions (the DoD awards most of

its fixed price incentive contracts to weapons production activities).3

Very few non-weapons programs involve incentive contracts. If incentive

contracts save money for the Air Force on military construction, the DoD

could also use this contract type on these other programs.

This chapter includes a discussion of military construction and the

study methodology used to examine the possible application of incentive

contracts. Specifically, this chapter describes why the Air Force wants

to reduce the payments on military construction programs and some recent

1. I use the terms "fixed price incentive contract" and "incentive
contract" interchangeably in this dissertation.
2. Data from the Air Force Program, Design, Construction
database, 3 Jan 1991.
3. See McAfee and McMillan 1985(b), Incentives in Government
Contracting, p. 7-11.
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attempts to accomplish this goal. A study design follows this discussion

with an emphasis on how to model, select data, and a-ialyze the problem.

Finally, the chapter concludes with a preview of future chapters.

1.1 THE AIR FORCE MILITARY COtSTRUCTION FCELEM

The Air Force faces many pressures to improve its military

construction program. In this section, I identify some problems the Air

Force must face to build facilities. The section also describes some

recent legislative measures the federal government has used in an attempt

to reduce contract payments for military construction projects.

1.1. 1 MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS

In the future, the Air Force will face many new requirements to

provide facilities. First, the reduction in Air Force bases worldwide has

forced the consolidat- r Df many units, which will need new facilities to

house weapon systems and personnel. Second, the Air Force needs

facilities to house new weapon systems (i.e., the B-2 bomber) entering

operational status. Third, base closures have increased the need for

additional environmental clean-up projects to convert the bases over to

civilian use. Fourth, the Air Force will see an increased demand for the

alteration or replacement of numerous facilities built in the 1950s and

1960s.

However, the Air Force will encounter many challenges in procuring

new facilities. The most important challenge to buying facilities is the

shrinRing defense budget. The Air Force's overall budget fell 8 percent

from FY9( (fiscal year 1990) to FY92.4 This means the Air Force will have

fewer resources to build facilities as its requirements increase. This

4. See Air Force Association, "The US Air Force in Facts and

Figures," p. 41.
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puts much pressure on the Air Force to find ways to reduce its contract

payments for military construction.

1.1.2 RECENT LEGISLATIVE MEASURES

The Air Force has recently tried to reduce contract payments on its

military construction progr ,a. These efforts include an array of

initiatives such as build/lease arrangements and the increased use of

privatization of Air Force services. Specifically, the Congress approved

legislation to allow the Air Force to sign long term leases with firms for

facilities. The Air Force also has tried to promote the privatization of

services, in part, to reduce the need for new military construction

projects. Unfortunately, these efforts have had only a limited effect on

improving the acquisition of facilities.

The Air Force has used several build/lease programs authorized under

the FY 1989 Defense Authorization Act to reduce contract payments. One of

these programs was the Long-Term Facilities Contract (10 U.S.C. 2807),

which allowed the Air Force to enter into 32 year lease contracts with

firms to construct and provide facilities. The Air Force, after contract

completion, can either renew the lease or require the firm to remove the

facility. A related piece of legislation allows for the lease and

eventual purchase of facilities (10 U.S.C. 2812), which allows the Air

Force to lease a building for 32 years and obtain facility ownership at

the end of the contract. This program seems similar to commercial

automobile or home lease/buy contracts. By the end of FY89 these programs

included 54 active projects with an estimated total dollar value of $1.2

billion (including military family housing projects).
5

The Air Force also has privatized or "contracted out" services

previously condlicted by federal civil service or uniformed military

personnel. Frequently, the Air Force requires the civilian contractor to

provide personnel, equipment, and facilities to meet contract

5. Interview with Headquarters United States Air Force Deputy
Chief of Staff for Logistics and Engineering, 3 Jan 1991.
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requirements. 6 This program can reduce facility requirements. For

example, a civilian firm provides civil engineering support for the

maintenance of military family housing units at Los Angeles AFB. This

firm provides off-base facilities for its personnel and equipment.

These initiatives have several problems, discussed below, that may

preclude their increased use throughout the Air Force. The build/lease

program will take time to analyze, payments "lock in" the Air Force for

long time periods, and some people consider these programs budget ploys.

The privatization effort also creates problems. Some Air Force officials

may believe that the military has become too "civilianized" due to

privatization. Additionally, the Air Force. may have indirectly paid for a

firm's facilities through the services contract. The following

descriptions provide more detail about these problems.

The Air Force's experiment with build/lease projects will take years

to analyze and evaluate. The Air Force may have to wait up to 32 years

before it can completely analyze the effects of this program. The

analysis of the program results will take too long to affect contracting

actions today.

Additionally, these leasing arrangements also "lock in" the Air

Force to using limited operations and maintenance funding for contract

payments for many years. In the last few years, the Air Force has reduced

operations and maintenance funding to balance DoD budgets since these

funds normally do not involve long term contracts or commitments. These

reductions represent quick "savings" in the defense budget. However, the

Air Force purchases spare parts, ammunition, fuel, and other goods from

this account. Reduced funding and long term lease contract commitments

could adversely affect these purchases and ultimately degrade operational

readiness.

Some critics of these build/lease arrangements also argue that these

efforts are just budget ploys. They claim the Air Force has shifted funds

from facility procurement accounts to build/lease projects to reduce the

high initial acquisition cost in exchange for potentially higher lease

6. Interview with an Air Force contracting officer from Los

Angeles AFB, CA, 5 May 1992.
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payments throughout the contract's life. The lease payments may actually

cost the Air Force more than a one-time purchase of the building. These

long term leases also limit Air Force options to redeploy units or close

bases unless it buys out its lease.

Privatization efforts also have problems. In recent years, the Air

Force has converted many base civil engineering, security, and logistics

functions, once held by civil servant or uniformed military personnel, to

private contractors. If Air Force units must deploy overseas, they may

not have the necessary support services because the Air Force might not be

able to send the civilian contractors overseas. This may degrade

operational readiness due to the lack of logistics or other support.

Also, unions who represent civil servants may protest this action because

of job losses.

Finally, although the Air Force avoids building or renovating

facilities by privatizing services, it could be indirectly paying for

contractor facilities. A firm probably would capitalize any facility

construction costs or include facility rents under a bid for the service

contract award. Instead of paying for a facility, the Air Force pays a

firm to build or rent its own facility via the services contract. This

process may not save the Air Force any money.

1.2 STUDY DESIGN

In this section, I provide the methodology for my study. This

examination includes a discussion about the optimal contract model used,

the data requirements and acquisition, data analysis, simulation of

incentive contract results, and proposals for the implementation of

incentive contracts.

1.2.1 MODEL SELECTION

Why use a model? A simple strategy to compare contract types would

entail a statistical analysis between FFP and incentive contract types.

5



This would succeed if military construction contracts included many

different contract types. Unfortunately, the military construction

contracting system relies primarily on FFP contracts. The remaining

contract types in military construction are too few for a statistical

analysis. Also, contracting officers may have specifically used these

contract types due to the project's unique character. These actions could

introduce bias into any statistical comparison.

An alternative might involve contract data from similar private or

state projects to compare Air Force contracts. The problem with this

approach is accessibility and comparability. First, not all private firms

want to release contract cost information on current or past projects for

study. Second, many Air Force military construction contracts have more

stringent building requirements than similar private projects. Finally,

an informal poll of state government public works organizations (i.e.,

California, New York, Minnesota, Texas, and Alabama) found that they all

bid competitively with FFF contracts. This precludes state government

comparisons between actual FFF and incentive contract use.

These considerations led me to use modeling to simulate incentive

contracts. Although these models can only simulate potential results and

trends, they do allow me. to experiment with many contract alternatives

without rnning expensive and time consuming controlled experiments.

Modeling also lets me. var-y certain factors to conduct a sensitivity

analysis on these results.

I chose a model developed by R. Preston McAfee and John McMillan for

my study. I selected this model for several reasons. First, this model

calculates expected contract payments tunder an incentive contract. These

calculations do not require any extensive modifications of the Air Force

military constrnction data. Second, McAfee and McMillan have used this

model to estimate payments on construction projects for the Canadian

government. Third, this model provides information on optimal share rates

that can help the Air Force to establish policies for future incentive

contract applications. Fourth, it provides an analysis of certain effects

on bidder behavior produced by incentive contracts. This allows us to

understand the relationship between optimal share rates and incentive

6



contract payments. Fifth, their model is very similar to the fixed price

incentive contract authorized for use within the federal government by the

Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR).

McAfee and McMillan model the process of bidding on contracts in the

face of moral hazard, risk sharing, and bid competition effects. Their

model estimates an optimal share rate that a government contracting

officer can propose to the bidders who then consider this in their bids

and subsequent contract performance. The model examines these bidder

actions and how it affects the expected contract payments. The McAfee and

McMillan model examines how these expected payments change in relation to

the number of bidders, cost padding efforts, risk aversion, expected cost

variances, and other influences.

For this model, I assume that the basic construction methods and

project types will not change in the future. The bidders for construction

contracts in the future will face many of the same technical construction

issues they must solve today. Therefore, if the incentive contract model

produces savings, I have a stronger case to apply this contract type to

similar construction projects in the future than using firm fixed price

contracts.

1.2.2 DATA REQUIREMENTS

The universe of interest for my research includes all military

construction projects in the United States (except military family housing

projects) completed for the Air Force during peacetime. These military

construction projects include active, reserve, and Air National Guard

facilities. These projects include permanent facilities and utilities,

but not temporary or mobile structures.

I use the individual project contract files as my units of analysis.

Each project contract file contained many important attributes such as

estimated costs, project type, contract award type, bid amounts, and

other data. This allowed me to examine bidder behavior and costs in the

current FFP contract setting.

7



I developed the specific data requirements with help from

contracting officers, civil engineers, and comptrollers in the DoD, Air

Force, and other federal agencies. I then used this data to describe the

current system and used this same data to model incentive contracts and

simulate certain contract situations. This allowed me to compare contract

payments while holding many factors constant.

The desired data elements include: (1) number of qualified bidders

making a bid; (2) amount of bids; (3) location of project; (4) project

type; (5) fiscal year authorized; (6) contract type; (7) contract award

method; (8) Air Force project cost estimate and; (9) contract

modifications made by bidders and the government contracting officer after

contract award.

1.2.3 DATA SOURCES

There are several potential data sources, including individual

bidders, commercial sources, the Associated General Contractors of

America, and the Air Force. Each source has its unique benefits, and,

also, its drawbacks.

Bidder data sources can provide actual audited cost, expected costs,

and profit for a contract. The bidders also can furnish information about

the Air Force facility specifications, contract, and bid information.

This type of information can provide an accurate picture that explains why

bidders bid certain amounts. Unfortunately, the bidders may not want to

release their bid data. These firms may fear that competitors might

figure out how they bid if the data is publicly released and that this

disclosure may cause them to lose future contracts. Gathering all the

bidder information on an individual contract also takes much time and

effort. One has to determine which bidders bid on a particular contract,

and all the bidders have to provide the bid information to find the order

of bids. Lastly, some bidders may have merged with other firms or left

the construction business. This makes data collection difficult. These

problems tend to rule out data collection from this source.
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Another potential data source includes commercial data collection

services. The F.W. Dodge Data Services construction database, a

commercial source, contains very limited data regarding military

construction contract data. Thus, this database may not allow one to

compare many Unique military construction activities and projects. Also,

F.W. Dodge charges $20,000 a year to access their database. This makes

the database cost prohibitive for this study.

The Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) maintains a

limited database on member bids for particular contracts. The AGC is a

national organization of building contractors. They require state and

local chapters to maintain a database of bid information on projects.

Unfortunately, members volunteer the information, and the AGC lacks a

standard data management method to store and record these bids. Only

Illinois, Mississippi, New York, and a few local chapters maintain their

databases to include the appropriate data for this study. Also, I might

not be able to verify bids because of the voluntary disclosure of this

data. This brings into question a problem of systematic bias. Certain

bidders may not consistently or accurately disclose their bids. In any

case, the AGC was not amenable to allowing me. access to their data.

The last source is the Air Force itself. The Air Force can provide

the data from two areas that include the actual contract files and a

computer database,

The Air Force maintains the actual contract files on all their

projects regardless if the Air Force, Army, or the Navy manages the

project. The Air Force does not maintain a centralized contract file

depository for construction projects (neither do the Army or Navy). qTiis

means I must visit up to 102 major and 107 minor Air Force installations

in the United States and its possessions to get the data. I can either

take a sample or survey all bases. I might not even know how many

contracts are in the universe of interest to draw the sample.

The second area involves a computer database. All three services

maintain standardized computer records for their military construction

contracting projects. The Air Force database, the Program, Design, and

Construction database (PDC), includes the required data for the study.
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The use of the PDC allows a more efficient and effective way to collect

the data. Additionally, it also offers a way to gather more consistent

data since it uses a standard data structure.

1.2.4 DATA COLLECTION

I collected computer records for all completed Air Force military

construction (except military family housing) projects in the United

States from FY80 to FY89. The PDC keeps records from 1979 to the present.

Most contracting officers I interviewed said that they normally keep

contract files for ten years and then put them in permanent warehouse

storage or destroy them. I wanted to verify the PDC data with original

documents. Therefore, I use the population of PDC contract file records

from FY80 to FY89.

I retrieved the data from the PDC with the help of the Headquarters

United States Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics and

Engineering's (now Headquarters United States Air Force Office of the

Civil Engineer) data services division (HQ USAF/LEED) at Bolling AFB, DC.

I gathered 1367 computer records that included completed contracts during

the summer of 1990. I did not include all contracts started in FY89 or

late FY88 since some of these contracts were not complete. However, I do

have complete construction projects for all other years in the study.

Contract file records contained data elements representing bid and

estimated cost values, other quantitative data, and descriptive

information related to the individual projects.

I conducted a simple random sample of 137 contracts to see. how

accurately the PDC records reflect the actual contract data. This sample

includes the actual contract files from the local contracting organization

awarding the contract. The contracting officers from these organizations

provided data such as the number of bidders, bid amounts, and other

information. The contracting officers did not find many errors in the PDC

data. The main problems center on transposition errors in the lowest bid

cost data element. I found two transposition errors in the 137 contracts
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with a total value of $100. The data seems to represent the actual

results very well.

The data records include the following data elements:

1). Prngram Year: The fiscal year in which the Congress approved
the project. This represents the fiscal year that the Congress authorized
and appropriated funds. This data element becomes useful to make present
value calculations to make bid data comparable within the ten year span of
construction contracts.

2). Number of Bidders: This element includes the number of
bidders who submitted a bid.

3). Basic Government Estimate Award: This data element is the Air
Force cost estimate for the constriction project. This estimate includes
not only the estimated contract cost, 'bit an amount for administrative and
overhead expenses of 5 percent of the estimate. For this data set I
removed this expense. This provides a benchmark to compare bids.

4). Contract Award: Contract award represents the amount of the
winning bidder's bid.

5). Lowest Bid: Lowest bid received.

6). Second Lowest Bid: Second lowest bid received.

7). Highest Bid: Highest bid received.

Non-quantitative contract characteristics gathered from the PEC

included several data elements. I use this data to examine if a

particular characteristic affects bidder behavior. These data elements

represent:

1). Base: Location of proposed project.

2). Program Type: This data element shows whether the project is
a military construction, non-appropriated funded, or military family
housing program. I use only military constriction projects that involve
new construction of facilities.

3). Project Number: Air Force project number for the facility
project. This allows me to validate the FVC data by tracing the project
back to its original base.
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4). Project Type: This data element provides an Air Force
classification for the project. This allows for a distinction between
different types of projects that may include varying levels of cost and
technical risks for the firm. The Air Force uses eight major project type
categories:

Category Description

100 Operations related (e.g., runways
or hangars).

200 Maintenance and Logistics repair.

300 Research and Development.

400 Storage and Warehouse.

500 Medical and hospital projects.

600 Administrative and computer.

700 Living and personnel support.

800 Utilities, energy projects, and roads.

5). Cntract awar1 method: How the government competed the
contract. The government could have openly competed the contract using an
invitation for bid, a s-ole source competition, or a small Wsiness set
as ide.

6). Modification: Indicator value for government, contractor,
or unknown source for contract modification.

7). Contrat T xre: This data element allows one to figuire out if
the contract was FFP or another contract type. Almost all contracts had
FFP contracts.

1.2.5 DATA ANALYSIS

I use different methods to compare the data between the current

system and model simulation results. I first provide a summary

description of current military construction projects. Many of these

comparisons involve data categorized into areas of interest to Air Force
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civil engineers and contracting officers. Since these individuals have a

great impact on the possible application and acceptance of incentive

contracts, an analysis using these selected characteristics may allow a

better understanding among these individuals concerning the simulation

results. This data analysis also provides a background on military

construction contracts and a baseline to compare results from the model

simulations. This analysis on current military construction contracts may

also provide information that I can use to identify factors that may

affect bidder behavior.

This study does not use gross cost differences. Different project

types might not be comparable due to scaling effects from large

differences in the government estimated cost. Therefore, I compare

contracts by using simple ratio analysis. For example,. I calculate the

percentage differences between the lowest bid and government estimated

cost. This provides a measure to show variability between bids and

estimated costs.

I also compare differences between current contracting practices and

potential model simulations by ratios. I use simulation results to

compare whether incentive contracts reduce the project payments relative

to FFP contract payments by looking at savings rates. I compare these

savings rates by different contract characteristics such as: project type,

contract award method, geographic location of award, and other factors.

1.2.6 MODELING INCENTIVE CONTRACTS

This study uses the collected data to simulate hypothetical

incentive contract results using the McAfee and McMillan model. The model

then calculates the optimal share rate that minimizes the Air Force's

military construction contract payment. I use these optimal share rates

to determine, via the model, the expected Air Force contract payments and

then compare these hypothetical contract payments to the actual FFF

contract data as described earlier. I also vary certain values in the

model to compare how estimated payments and optimal share rates change.
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1.2.7 IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

The study concludes with a recnmmendat ion about the possible

implementation of the incentive contract in the military construction

program. I first select a way to implement the incentive contract. This

involves comparing the contract award methods by estimated savings rates

and other criteria. Additionally, I identify the various actors, both

federal government and private industry, affected by the use of incentive

contracts in military construction. Finally, this study explains certain

effects of using incentive contracts.

Although the use of incentive contracts may indicate relative

savings in military construction projects, I must consider how the Air

Force will actually award incentive contracts. I identify and evaluate

several proposals- raiging from the use of the current incentive contract

award method to the use of a menu of contracts.

Before the federal government starts to use incentive contracts in

military constriction, it must consider how this change affects particular

actors. Certain federal government and private industry actors may have

to change their behavior to use incentive contracts. I interviewed

governmerit and private contracting officers, constr-iction firms, contract

policy directors, and civil engineers to get their insights on a possible

contract change. These opinions help me to understand any potential

obstacles and to identify methods to overcome them.

Lastly, I consider the policy implications involved in the use of

incentive contracts. If incentive contracts reduce Air Force contract.

paymrnt±c and save money hnow will this affect the federal government and

private firms? Certain firms, like small ard disadvantaged businesses,

may icse profits (they also have a reduction in the risk of cost overruns)

and could be driven out of buAsiness. This may result in changes in the

law or service procurement regulations. Perhaps the federal government

can apply this contract type to non-IoD federal organizations. Also, the

TD might apply this contract to different projects other than military

constrict ion.
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1.3. A PREVIEW OF FOLLOWING CHAPTER

This study contains six chapters. This chapter has provided a brief

introduction concerning the issue of incentive contract use and its

possible application to military construction. It also introduced the

study design. Chapter II examines how the federal government contracts

for products and services. This chapter describes the process that the

Air Force uses to acquire facilities. Chapter III includes a general data

analysis of Air Force military construction contracts from FY80 to FY89.

Chapter IV explores the McAfee and McMillan model and its application to

the Air Force military construction program. Chapter V analyzes the

results of the simulation. In Chapter VI, the study examines the possible

implementation schemes to apply incentive contracts in military

construct ion.
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II. FEDERAL CONTRACTING POLICY

The DoD has developed a complex set of regulations and policies

concerning contracting for goods and services, which are described in this

chapter. These regulations and policies govern the acquisition of

military construction projects. In this chapter, I first examine the

contract types available for use by the federal government. Next, I

review the history of military contracting policy. Finally, I describe

the Air Force's military construction contracting policy and how it awards

a military construction contract to a firm.

2.1 CNTRACT TYPES

The federal government uses two major contract types, and several

additional minor contract types to acquire goods and services. The two

major contract types are fixed price and cost reimbursement (also known as

cost plus) contracts. I provide a description of these two major contract

types in this section. Next, I describe the additional contractual types

that the federal government allows a contracting officer to use in lieu of

the fixed price or cost plus contract. I also discuss contract progress

payments. Finally, I discuss the regulations governing contract awards to

small and disadvantaged businesses.

2.1.1 FIXED PRICE CONTRACTS

The federal government prefers that its contracting officers use

fixed price type contracts. 1 The DoD has awarded 75 percent of its total

contracts using fixed price contracts in the past decade (this represents

1. See Air University, Contracti Administration Volume1, p.

22.
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about 62 percent of the total dollar value of contracts).2 The

contracting officer can use several different types of fixed price

contracts, which vary according to the amount of risk a firm assumes for

cost overruns on the project. Some fixed price contracts assign all risks

to the firm, while others allow a sharing of risk between the federal

government and the firm. The firm's payment does not change if it assumes

all risk of cost overrun. Conversely, the firm's payment can vary if the

federal government shares the cost overrun risks with the firm. This

contract type uses a price ceiling on the maximum government contract

payment.

2.1.1.1 THE FIRM FiX PRICE (FFP) CONTRACT

The federal government pays a single predetermined price to a firm

for a good or service uinder the FFP contract. This contract is easy to

award and administer. The DoD awards an average of 56 percent of its

total contract awards with FFP contracts (this represents about 40 percent

of the total dollar value of contracts).3

Normally, the contracting officer selects the contract awardee from

a pool of competing Lirms based on their bids, using a first price sealed

bid auction (also called a first price sealed bid award). The contracting

officer allows firms to make a single bid for the contract award. The

contracting officer then opens the bids publicly on a prearranged date,

determines the lowest bid, and awards the contract to the firm with the

lowest bid (b). The contracting officer must ensure that the winning

firm's b is less than a predetermined price ceiling (p). The value of p

is the budgeted amount for the project approved by the Congress aid

administered by the federal agency. If b is greater than p, the

contracting officer can compete the contract again. The federal

government's payment (T) does not vary with the firm's cost performance

and changes only if the contracting officer modifies the existing

2. See Office of the Secretary of Defense, Prime Contract
Awards, variopus pages.
3. Ibid.
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contract. The federal government pays the firm only the bid amount at the

completion of the project. Therefore, the contract's payment is:

T=b. (1)

Where:

b < p.

Let C equal the actual cost incurred by the firm; the firm's profit

is then b - C. Each additional dollar saved by reducing actual costs

becomes an additional dollar of profit for the firm. Thus, the firm has

great motivation to reduce its actual costs.

2.1.1.2 THE FIXED PRICE INCENTIVE (FPI) CONTRACT

An FPI contract adjusts T according to a formula based on the

difference between b and C. The contracting officer establishes a share

rate (a) that acts as an adjustment device to increase or decrease T based

on thp firm's cost performance. This a value is the percentage that the

federal government shares in cost overruns and underruns with the

contractor. This adjustment reduces T for a contractor if C is less than

b. Conversely, the contracting officer increases T if C exceeds b. The

lowest bid wins the award like the FFP contract award. The contracting

officer also must ensure b is less than p. If b is greater than p, the

contracting officer will re-compete the contract. The contracting officer

also informs the winning bidder that T will not exceed p.

The government contract payment is:

T b + a(C - b) if b + a(C - b) < p,

T p if b + a(C - b) - p. (2)
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The challenge for the contracting officer revolves around the

selection of the optimal share rate, a. Firm behavior changes depending

of the value of the share rate. If a = 0, the contract is an FFP

contract. A value of a = 1 makes the contract a cost reimbursement

contract. Chapter IV includes a method to calculate the optimal a.

The contracting officer must consider the firm's actual costs to

determine T. This means the contracting officer needs an accurate

auditing of costs to determine the proper value of T.

Currently, the DoD closely follows the FAR guidance regarding

incentive type contracts. According to the FAR, the contracting officer

can use an FPI contract when all the following conditions apply:

"1). A firm fixed price contract is not suitable;

2). The nature of the supplies or services being acquired and
other circumstances of the acquisition are such that the contractor's
assumption of a degree of cost responsibility will provide a positive
profit incentive for effective cost control and performance; and

3). If the contract also includes incentives on technical
performance and/or delivery, the performance requirements provide a
reasonable opportunity for the incentives to have a meaningful impact on
the contractor's management of the work. "4

Additionally, the FAR requires that a contracting officer can only

use an FPI contract after a determination and findings board decides that

any other contract type is more costly than an incentive contract or that

the federal government cannot obtain the goods or services by any other

contract type. The contracting officer convenes the determination and

findings board. The board i comp osed of contracting officials, staff

judge advocate generals, comptroller, project engineers (if appropriate),

and other interested parties. This board can take weeks to determine if

the contracting officer can use the FPI contract. Therefore, the

contracting officer cannot unilaterally select the use of an FF contract.

4. Ibid, Sec. 16.403.
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2.1.2 COST REIMBURSEMENT CONTRACTS

The federal government also can use several types of cost

reimbursement contracts. Cost reimbursement contracts account for about

24 percent of all DoD contract awards. This represents about 37 percent

of the tota.l DoD contract dollars. With these contracts, the federal

government reimburses all costs incurred by a contractor up to a given

price ceiling. The application of a cost reimbursement contract also

requires approval by a determinations and findings board. The contracting

officer normally uses cost reimbursement contracts when "uncertainties

involved in contract performance do not permit costs to be estimated with

sufficient accuracy to use any type of fixed price contract."s The
"contract performance" involves the firm's delivery of the desired good or

completion of the service as specified in the contract's requirements.

For example, the Air Force awards cost reimbursement contracts to build

experimental aircraft. These contracts also require a cost audit to

calculate the correct T like the FPI contract. Cost reimbursement

contracts for military construction projects have additional requirements

that are discussed later.

2.1.2.1 THE COST PLUS FIXED FEE (CPFF) CONTRACT

In the CPFF contract, the contractor faces minimum risk of cost

overmn (unlike an FFP contract). The DoD awards 23 percent of all its

contracts (35 percent of its contract dollars) with CTFF contracts. The

CPFF contract requires the contracting officer to reimburse the firm for

all legitimate expenses up to p, The contracting officer and the firm

agree on a fixed fee that the contractor will receive for its contract

performance. The predetermined fixed fee (f) does not vary with the

amount of costs incurred by the firm, and thus provides little incentive

to reduce costs.

The government's contract payment is:

5. Ibid, Sec. 16.301-2.
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T = C + f if C + f <-p,

T = p if C + f > p. (3)

The contracting officer selects the winning bidder based on such

factors as the firm's technical proposal and "bid." The "bid" includes

only the firm's estimated cost to complete the contract since the fee is

negotiated. The contracting officer uses weighted criteria to evaluate

each bidder's proposal based on technical feasibility, past contract

performance, and bid. In addition, the contracting officer uses

functional experts to evaluate and "score" each proposal. The firm that

scores the highest, under these weighted criteria, wins the contract. The

lowest bidder does not always win the contract award.

2.1.2.2 THE COST PLUS INCENTIVE FEE (CPIF) CONTRACT

The contracting officer also can use a CPIF contract (these

contracts represent 1 percent of DoD contract awards and 2 percent of

contract dollars). The contracting officer selects a bidder like the CPFF

award. However, a CPIF contract provides for a negotiated minimum (fmin)

arid maximum (fmax) fee adjusted by a formula based on C and the winning

bid (bw). The federal government reimburses the firm for all allowable

cotsI ard arly fee up to p. The value of the CPIF actual fee, fc, depends

on the value of fmin, fmax, C, bw, and a share rate, a.

7T-he project fc is:

fc = (I - ca)(bw - C) + frnin if fmin < [(I - a)(bw - C) + fmin] < fmax,

fc = fmin if [(1 - a)(bw - C) + fmin] - fmin,

fc = fmax if [(1 - a)(bw - C) + fmin] fmax. (4)
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The T is:

T = C + fc if C + fc -< p,

T = p if C + fc > p. (5)

The firm must not incur an estimated T (i.e., C + fc) that exceeds p

unless directed by a contracting officer. In fact, the firm must notify

the contracting officer when it reaches 75 and 85 percent of the price

ceiling. This allows the contracting officer to analyze and possibly

terminate the firm's contract (called the Limitation of Cost Clause).
6

The FAR allows firms to collect an amount equal to fmax according to

limits set forth in the Armed Services Procurement Act of 1947 for cost

reimbursement incentive contracts. Most contracts have maximum fees that

do not exceed 10 percent of the firm's bid. The FAR does allow the

contracting officer to adjust the "10 percent" maximum fee based on the

nature of the contract work. The contracting officer can increase this

rate to 15 percent if the work appears experimental in nature.

Conversely, the contracting officer must limit this rate to 6 percent if

the work deals with architectural and engineering designs or construction

work.

2. 1.3 OfTHER CONTRACT TYPES

The contracting officer also can use one of three additional minor

contract types. They represent less than 1 percent of contract awards and

total DoD contract dollars. These additional contract types include the

binding commitment, the letter contract, and the time and materials

contract. These three minor contract types are used in very rare

procurement situations.

In some cases, the contracting officer might not know the final

quantity of a particular product required, yet he needs to have a "binding

6. See Air University, Contract Administration Volume I p.
25.
7. Ibid, p. 25.
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commitment" with a contractor. This binding commitment requires the

contracting officer to pay a firm for any services rendered to the federal

government. For example, the Air Force may want to ensure a particular

airport provides fuel and aircraft maintenance services for any transient

Air Force aircraft landing at that airport. The Air Force does not know

when or how many aircraft will land at the airport, but it wants an

agreement with the airport to refuel the planes. Therefore, the Air Force

signs a binding commitment with the airport to service its aircraft if

they land at that location.

The Air Force may want to secure a "letter contract" for a

particular item for long range planning purposes. For example, the Air

Force may require immediate contractor support to launch a rocket even

through the contracting officer and firm have not signed a formal

contract. The letter contract authorizes the contractor to start work on

a project immediately, before it concludes contract negotiations with the

contracting officer.

The Air Force also uses a "time and materials contract," that allows

reimbursement to the firm for the cost of labor at a fixed hourly rate and

reimburses the firm for the cost of any materials. For example, the Air

Force may want to hire a consultant for a short period to work on a

research project. The contracting officer will pay the consultant for his

billed labor hours and the cost of any materials.

2. 1.4 PR(GRESS PAYMENTS

Firms can receive periodic payments, called progress payments, for

their work instead of a lump sum payment. FPI contractors can receive a

progress payment for incurred costs. 8  The contracting officer will allow

a payment based on contractor submitted invoices and vouchers. The

standard progress payment for an FPI contract is 80 percent of total costs

incurred for large businesses and 90 percent for small businesses during

the claimed period. The contracting officer deducts the amount of the

8. See FAR, Sec. 32.5.
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progress payments from the total payment for the contractor when it

receives the completed product or service. Normally, the contracting

officer does not make progress payments to contracts with values of less

than $1 million. The FAR requires the contracting officer to make

progress payments if the contract involves a small business or the same

contractor performs several contracts with a total value of over $1

million.9  The FAR does not consider interest for these progress payments.

FFP contract awardees can request progress payments, but they also must

submit invoices and vouchers for their payments.

Contractors under a cost reimbursement contract also can receive

progress payments. The contractor can get 100 percent reimbursement for

costs plus a portion of the fee (f for CPFF contracts and fmin for CPIF

contracts) as specified in the appropriate contract clause.

2. 1.5 SMALL BUSINESS CONTRACT AWARDS

The contracting officer can openly compete a contract among all

qualified bidders or award a contract based on the size and ownership of

the bidding firm. Normally, the contracting officer awards a contract by

using an invitation for bid (IFB) among all qualified bidders. This means

any firm can offer a bid or proposal to win a contract award. However,

the federal government has a contracting policy that helps small and

disadvantaged businesses. 1 0

Federal law requires that a contracting officer determine if a small

and disadvantaged business can successfully complete the project. 11 The

contracting officer, if he determines the project eligible for Small

Business Administration (SBA) action, turns over the process of

identifying bidders to the SBA. The SBA identifies potential bidders from

a pool of qualified small and disadvantaged businesses. The SBA also can

9. Ibid, Sec. 30.673.
10. See FAR, Sec 19.201.
11. See Department of the Air Force, Unit States Air Force
ProJect Manager's Guide For Design and Construction, p. 3-25.
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identify and select specific contracts for this restricted bidding from

any federal agency.

If the SBA requires competition for the contract among a pool of

qualified firms, the SBA refers to these projects as section "8(d)" (from

the Small Business Act procurement regulations) awards.12 These firms

must meet the definition of a small socially or economically disadvantaged

business. The FAR defines a small business as one that is not "dominant

in the field of operation in which it is bidding on a government

contract. "1 3 The business also must be "51 percent owned by one or more

individuals who are both socially and economically disadvantaged, or a

publicly owned business having at least 51 percent of its stock owned by

one or more socially and economically disadvantaged individuals and has

its management and daily business controlled by one or more such

individuals."14 Socially disadvantaged individuals include persons that

have been subjected to racial or ethnic prejudice (e.g., Hispanic

Americans). Economice ly disadvantaged individuals means individuals

unable to compete in ,,ne free market due to limited access to capital or

credit (e.g., wo.n-owned business). The firms must meet all of the

following contitions for an 8(d) award:

a). The contracting officer believes he will receive at least two
or m.,re responsible bids from small and disadvantaged businesses.

b). The award is not above 110 percent of the government cost
estimate.

c). The contracting officer believes that the bidders can provide
the appropriate scientific or technical talent consistent with the
project.

If the firms do not meet all the above requirements, the contracting

officer can award the contracts by IFB.

The SEA also can award, without competition, a contract sole source

or -8(a)" awards.

12. Ibid, p. 4-1.
13. See FAR, Sec 19.001.
14. Ibid, Sec 19.001.
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2.2 THE HISTORY OF MILITARY CONTRACTING POLICY

In the last few years, there has been much discussion concerning

military contracting activities and policy. This section briefly examines

the history of the military' s contracting policy. Throughout the

military's history, the government has made many changes to contracting

procedures. Thus, history must be considered to understand how the Air

Force developed and applies its present military construction contracting

policy to satisfy its uniique requirements.

How did modern contracting practices evolve to the FAR from earlier

efforts? A system of invitation for bids (using FFP contracts) began in

1809 by direction of the Congress. 15 This process used a rigid system of

formal advertising and lowest sealed bid awards in order for the

government to benefit from open competition and to avoid the appearance of

granting special consideration to any individual bidder. The system

relied on a centralized government procurement agency. During the War of

1812 the centralized procurement system fell apart, as evidenced by long

delays in supplying military units. 1 6 The inadequate logistical support

during the war forced the Congress to allow individual federal agencies to

administer their own procurements. 17 The authority of separate military

services to purchase weapons, products, and services has remained in their

hands since then.

Although the Congress allowed federal agencies to use the lowest

sealed bid award and the FFP contract, the individual federal agencies did

not always use this contract award method or contract type. The Army

started to use performance incentive contracts earlier in this century.

The performance incentive contracts were based on a firm's ability to

15. See Air Force Institute of Technology 1987(a),
Introduction to Acquisition Management, p. 6-4.
16. See Millett, A Military History of the United States, p.
120.
17. See Perret, A Country Made by War, p. 113.
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reduce the scheduled product delivery times or provide better performance

than the original contract technical specification. For example, in 1907

the US Army's first aircraft contract signed with the Wright brothers for

their Wright Flyer aircraft, at $25,000 per plane, provided a performance

incentive in terms of carrying load, endurance, and speed. Exceeding any

one of the specifications would provide additional fees for the Wrights.

Any 1 mph increase in speed from 40 mph up to a maximum of 44 mph

increased payment by a 10 percent bonus. The contract specifications also

imposed a 10 percent penalty for each 1 mph drop in speed from 40 mph to

36 mph. If the plane dropped in speed to a maximum less than 36 mph it

was not accepted. 18 The Wrights' first aircraft achieved a maximuim speed

of 42 mph. The Army paid the Wrights $30,000 for the plane instead of

$25,000.1 9
Some of the most significant changes in military contracting

occurred after World War I. The Congress got involved with federal

government procurement because of the image of excessive profiteering by

munitions manufacturers during World War I. Between World War I and II,

the Congress enacted approximately 170 procurement bills to control

contractors doing business with the federal government.20 The most

important procurement act to affect the military was the Vinson-Tr.mmel

Act of 1934. This Act originally limited firms to a 10 percent profit

rate on naval vessels and eventually was amended to include other items

(e.g., a 12 percent rate for aircraft). 2 1  The Act required a contractor

to return any profits above these rates via contract renegotiation.

Dring World War II, the Congress revised and later dropped the profit

rate limits.

The Congress only allowed FFP and CPFF contract types to be used

after World War I, but most contracts were FF. For example, the Army

eliminated most CPFF contracts for military construction when the

Quartermaster Corps transferred all construction work to the Army Corps of

18. See Anderton, History of the Air Force, p. 15.

19. Ibid, p. 16.
20. See Apagos, Government Industry and Defense Economics and
Admini tr ation, p. 104.
21. See Nash and Cibinic, Federal Procurement, p. 127.
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Engineers (COE) in 1941.22 The Army could only use cost reimbursement

contracts for expediency or when a project had extreme technical risk.

The federal government rarely used negotiated contracts (i.e., no

first sealed bid process) prior to World War II because of the

Appropriations Act of 1861, which required federal government agencies to

use formal advertisements to obtain competitive bids for an award. 23 This

resulted in the rare use of negotiated contracts. Some exceptions in this

legislation included goods and services requiring immediate delivery and

personal services contracts. The Congress changed the law affecting

negotiated contracts in 1941 with the passage of the First War Powers Act

of 1941. 24 The Act permitted contracting officers to use negotiated

procurements on a wider scale (the milit-ary could use negotiated contracts

in World War I by executive order only). The Armed Services Procurement

Act of 1947 allowed the military, Coast Guard, and the National Advisory

Committee for Aeronautics (forernner of the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration) to use negotiated procurements during peacetime for

the first time.

The Armed Services Procurement Act. of 1947 also created the Armed

Se-vices Procurement Regulation (ASPR). The ASPR required all contracting

officers to follow the contracting policy within the regulation. The ASPF

specified that government contracting officers should use formal

advertising to attract bids for contract work. Contracting officers could

use incentive contracts if they resulted in better performance (e.g.,

lower payments for the federal government) from the contractor. The ASPR

was initially 125 pages.

Today the FAR has replaced the ASPR and its various supplements. By

1987 the FAR was 1,200 pages long, with daily page changes. 25  These

changes reflect the growing concern and interest in federal government

procurement. Individual federal agencies also provide unique procurement

22. See Risch, Itt Quartermaster Corps: Organization, S ply.
nidl S3ryt~a, p. 271.
23. See Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Procurement,

p. 19.
24. Ibid, p. 20.
25. See Fox, The Defense Management Challenge, p. 17.
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guidance within their organizations in the form of FAR supplements.

Contract policy has become increasingly complex and detailed since 1947.

2.3 AIR FORCE MILITARY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT POLICY

This section provides a description of the Air Force military

constriction procurement process. This description traces the steps the

contracting officer uses to get a project approved, funded, and awarded to

a firm. This section first defines wihat constitutes a major construction

project. Second, this section provides a comprehensive discussion of the

size of the Air Force major construction program and how the Air Force

awards a contract to a 'irm for a military construction project.

2.3.1 THE AIR FORCE MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

The Air Force classifies construction projects into four types:

operations and maintenance (GOM), equipment installation, minor

constriction, and major construction. The following table defines the

four classifications:

Constrxu.tion Ty-e Criteria

(perations and Maintenance Repairs an existirg facility
without adding a new capability
to the facility.

Equipment Installation Costs < $200,000 and installs a
piece of new equipment.

Minor Constriction Costs < $200,000 and adds a new
capability to a facility.

Major Constriction Costs > $200,000 and adds a new
capability to a facility or involves
equipment installation.
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The services request budget authority and control project funding

differently for each construction type.

The Air Force includes .(WM projects as part of normal real property

maintenance activities. The Air Force does not identify specific O&M

projects as separate line items in its annual budget. Instead, if the

project is a repair of an existing facility it is included under an

ongoing facility repair and maintenance contract with a pi-vate

contractor. Individual Air Force bases request a total amount of funding

for O&M projects, and after they receive funding they prioritize repair

projects. These projects include minor repairs to facilities, grounds

maintenance contracts, utilities repair, engineering support, road repair,

and other similar work.

The Air Force includes specific equipment installation requirements

as part of an equipment procurement request if the installation costs less

than $200,000. This includes the initial siting and installation -f any

piece of new equipment as a part of the acquisition cost. If the

equipment installation costs greater than $200,000, it is considered a

major military construction project.

The Air Force manages the minor construction budget like the O&M

budget. The Air Force consolidates all minor construction requirements

into a single budget request.

The Air Force identifies and requests funds for individual major

construction projects, and the Congress authorizes and appropriates funds

for individual major military construction projects. After the Congress

appropriates the funds, the Air Force can obligate those funds by awarding

a contract for the project.

The nilitary services request funds for major and minor militaery

construction in the consolidated annual Military Construction

Appropriations Bill. The request for major and minor military

construction funding also includes the appropriate architectural and

engineering support for these projects. The services request all other

appropriations for C&M, equipment purchase, military personnel, and

research & development under the annual Defense Appropriations Bill.
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2.3.2 THE AIR FORCE MILITARY CONSTRUCTION BUDGET

The Congress appropriates military construction funds to active

USAF, Air National Guard (ANG), and Air Force Reserve (AFRES) forces. The

following list describes these appropriations (in $ million) for FY92:

Active ANG AFRES Total

Major Construction $1235 $132 $21 $1388
Minor Construction 7 2 3 12
Architectural & Engineering 108 13 10 131

Total $1350 $147 $34 $1531

2.3.3 THE CONTRACTING PROCESS

The Air Force must accomplish several actions before it can allow a

firm to start. construction on a facility project. It must identify its

facility requirements, receive funding, and select a firm to construct the

facility. These actions involve many organizations throughout the federal

goveriment.

An Air Force facility user begins the acquisition process by

preparing a statement of need. This statement of need, via a Defense

Department (DD) Form 1391, provides a description of the facility

requirements, reason for the facility, and an initial cost estimate. The

base civil engineering unit, under whose jurisdiction the proposed

facility falls, prepares the DD Form 1391 with the organization that

requests the facility. The DD Form 1391 also becomes an initial input for

subsequent budget submissions to the Administration and the Congress. 26

This form provides an Air Force and PoD-wide standard approach for

comparing worldwide facility requirements and enables the Air Force to

rank projects by estimated cost.

26. See Department of the Air Force 1989(i), United States
I -Force FroJect Mariaers Guide for Design and Construction,

p. 2-7.
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An important task for the civil engineering unit preparing the DD

1391 is to estimate the project cost. The Air Force uses these cost

estimates to prepare budget requests. The civil engineering unit uses an

Air Force cost model (the Construction Cost Management Analysis System

(CCMAS)) to estimate the facility cost. The CCMAS provides an estimate

based on proposed size, function, and location of the facility. The model

calculates labor and material costs based on engineering specifications

for the facility. These labor and materials costs provide the basis for

the Air Force to predict construction costs, life cycle costs, and to

conduct other cost analyses such as sensitivity analyses. The Air Force

Engineering and Services Center developed and maintains the CCMAS.

The CCMAS provides cost estimates by decomposing the project into a

work breakdown structure of engineering specifications. The CCMAS then

defines the specific construction tasks a firm needs to accomplish to meet

an engineering specification. The model uses data from an annual COE

survey, conducted in the United States, to price these construction tasks

and estimate the cost of the engineering specifications. This survey

includes up to 25,000 construction tasks. The Air Force claims that the

CCMAS can estimate construction costs within 7.5 percent of actual

construction costs without engineering drawings.

The base civil engineering unit then sends the completed DD Form

1391, through the appropriate major command (MAJC(V)27, to the Office of

the Civil Engineer at Headquarters United States Air Force (HQ USAF/CE)

for review. If HQ USAF/CE approves the project, the originator of the DD

Form 1391 can initiate a funding request through the budget process. This

request includes the actual construction costs, life cycle costs, and

project administrative costs. This total life cycle cost provides a more

comprehensive approach to comparing different designs and projects instead

of just looking at one-time construction costs. Throughout the budget

process the level of funding for the facility may change due to

modifications in policies or budgets by the Administration or the

27. The Air Force organizes its forces by function and geographic
location into MAJCOMs. During this study period, the Air Force had 12
MAJC( s. These MAJCOMs are directly subordinate to HQ USAF.
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Congress, and the Air Force may have to alter the size of the proposed

facility in response to these changes. The DD Form 1391 is amended to

reflect the new changes.

After the project receives funding, the Air Force turns over

management of the facility design and construction to the COE or Navy

Facilities and Engineering Command (NAVFAC) depending on geographical

location. The Air Force turns over project jurisdiction to the COE or

NAVFAC by law, except for construction projects in the United Kingdom (the

Air Force manages all military construction for the DoD in the United

Kingdom). 2 8 However, the Air Force can ask the Army or Navy to allow it

to contract and perform all construction management for the facility, but

this occurs for only 20 percent of all contracts in the United States. 2 9

The MAJCOM provides a point of contact between the COE or NAVFAC and the

Air Force base civil engineer.

The Army and Navy have divided the jurisdiction over military

construction based on the predominant service in the geographic area. For

example, the Navy has a larger presence in Hawaii than the Army, therefore

NAVFAC controls all construction for the military services in Hawaii. The

COE and NAVFAC charge a fee for their services (a 6 percent fee based on

estimated cost) that the user must fund.

The MAJCOM provides a project book (written by the base civil

engineering unit) for each facility initiative. This project book

includes all the facility requirements and specifications, the DD 1391

estimated cost, and other information. The contracting officer uses this

project b-ok to develop facility specifications and requirements to

contract out for the facility design and construction work. If the Air

Force decides to change a specification (e.g., due to operational

requirements), then the base civil engineering unit updates the project

book and passes the revision to the MAJCOM for transfer to the appropriate

contracting agency.

28. See Department of the Air Force 1955(d), AFR 88-3 New
Conc.trnction, p. 1.
29. Interview with Robert Boyer, Chief of Contract Policy for
the Navy Facility and Engineering Command, HQ NAVFAC,
Alexandria, VA on 18 Jul 1990.
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The COE or NAVFAC can start their acquisition efforts when they get

the project book. The contracting officer develops the overall contract

strategy, with Air Force input from the base civil engineer, facility

user, and others. The contracting officer then selects a government

agency or a firm to start the design of the facility.

The contracting officer can select a private firm, government

agency, or use an Air Force supplied design to complete the architectural

and engineering plans. If the Air Force, Army, or Navy designs the

facility it does not charge the facility user for the designs. The

federal government normally contracts separately for the design and actual

construction work.

The Air Force, Army, or Navy designs the facility if they have the

expertise, interest, or time. to complete the plans. Otherwise, the

contracting officer awards a contract for the plans to private

architectural and design firms. If the service contracts out the work,

the firm must provide a written warranty against any engineering design

flaws in its work. This is important, since the contractor who builds the

facility by using these plans may encounter problems and later sue the

federal government for additional modification costs for any mistakes in

the plans. The architectural and engineering firm must either provide

revised plans or funds to cover damages caused by their facility design.

The appropriate contracting officer normally contracts out for a

design by an architectural and engineering firm by using a request for

proposal (PFP). Each bidder provides its cost, estimate and unique

technical proposal. The contracting officer (with appropriate technical

support from civil engineering officers, legal experts, etc.) must then

evaluate each reply to the RFP and can conduct individual negotiations

with each bidder. The bidders then provide a best and final offer with

their revised bids and technical proposals after the contracting officer

reviews its design with each firm. The contracting officer selects a firm

based on these offers. Nonmnlly, the contracting officer awards an FFP

contract for this effort.
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After the start of the architectural and engineering design work,

the contracting officer begins planning his contract strategy for the

actual construction work.

For most construction projects, the tasks involve projects that have

well-defined specifications. This results in the use of a first price

sealed bid auction and FFP contracts in most cases. In the past, if the

contract requires exotic materials, unique construction techniques, or

other "non-standard" conditions the COE or NAVFAC has used certain cost

reimbursement contract options. The use of cost reimbursement contracts

valued at over $25,000 requires special justification, service secretarial

level approval, and review by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Production and Logistics. This is an additional requirement for cost

reimbursement contracts levied by the DoD for military construction

contracts only.

The contracting officer also must consider two other factors in the

contract process: construction fund appropriations and the Small Business

Act. The Air Force, Army, or Navy have two fiscal years to obligate

military construction funds. If a contracting officer does not get a firm

on contract to construct a facility before the funds expire, the funds are

returned to the Treasury. The two year fund life allows the contracting

officer to plan and execute a contract with more flexibility to make

design changes and complete construction. The contracting officer also

might have to use operations and maintenance funds. These funds have a

one year life; this may affect the type of contract used since the

contracting officer must get these funds on contract quickly before the

funds expire. Several contracting officers have indicated that they used

the lowest sealed bid method and FFF contract to award the contract

because of the funding time constraint.

The contracting officer also has a requirement, to award set aside

contracts for woman- and minority-owned, small and disadvantaged

businesses. The contracting officer must accept bids from only these

businesses regardless of past performance (unless permanently debarred) or

capability. The contracting officer then awards the contract. between

these businesses by holding a sealed bid competition. The Small Bisiness
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Administration can certify any of these businesses as "competent" and the

contracting officer must accept their bids. The Small Business

Administration acts as the final authority to decide whether the military

construction contract is awarded to a small and disadvantaged firm. An

increasing fraction of the total military construction contracts fall

under these types of awards. The federal government awarded half the

dollar value in all its construction contracts for FY91 to small

businesses.30  These restrictions can severely reduce the number of

bidders competing for a contract. This can increase project costs due to

limited competition.

The federal government awards FF contracts for most construction

contracts and it uses the first price sealed bid award method. The

contracting officer has one major problem with this type of award

determination: he cannot control for "quality" contractors. They do get a

"fixed" cost equal to the low bid, but this assumes the contractor will

not seek any contract modifications or defaults. Because of the low bid

and firm desire to increase profit, the bidder can try to reduce costs by

using inferior materials or lower skilled labor. The contracting officer

can only exclude known low bid, low quality contract bidders if they have

a debarment history, cannot post bond on their work, or fail to qualify

under a pre-award survey where the contracting officer investigates bidder

capability. 31

During construction, the COE or NAVEAC assigns a team of civil

engineers to monitor contractor performance. The team tests the firm's

work to determine if it. meets building construction codes. These civil

engineers also formally evaluate the contractor's performance on resource

management, management effectiveness, workmanship, schedule, and an

overall project rating. The team can give the firm a rating of

unsatisfactory, satisfactory, or excellent.

30. Interview with DoD Small Business Administration
Administrator, 1 June 1992.
31. Interview with Paul Zendzejec, Project Engineer for the
Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District on 19 Jun 1990.
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If the firm gets an unsatisfactory rating, the contracting officer

can start permanent contract debarment actions against the firm. Contract

debarment restricts the firm from participating on present or future

government work. The contracting officer must prove a history of

unsatisfactory performance before it debars a firm.

2.3.3.1 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Throughout the construction acquisition process, Headquarters United

States Air Force (HQ USAF) maintains a standardized computer database (the

Program, Design, and Construction database (FDC)) to record contract and

project data. The Air Force designed this computerized system in 1974 and

initially called it the "1959 System. " HQ USAF used it to provide monthly

status reports of service-wide military construction projects to the

Congress. Initially, the Air Force located all the computers and printers

for the 1959 System in the Pentagon. The Air Force also conducted all

MAJCOM updates at the Pentagon. Some MAJCOMs and separate operating

agencies felt that they could use this system for internal management if

the emphasis changed from a monthly HQ USAF report to a real time

database. The Air Force subsequently addressed the MAJCOMs' concerns in

1981 with the introduction of remote terminals and printers at MAJCOMs and

other organizations.

The Air Force eventually decided to provide a more decentralized

processing system to provide more flexibility within the MAJCOMs for

planning. The current PDC system uses Wang minicomputers at. each civil

engineering office throughout the Air Force. This allows the interactive

use of project data from base level to MAJCCV through HQ USAF. The system

hierarchy only allows access to records uinder an organization's

jurisdiction. This means that base level PDC users can only access their

projects, while HQ USAF has access to all Air Force project data. The

base level Air Force civil engineer can use the PDC information to monitor

the status of a project's design and construction. HQ USAF uses the PDC,

data to support budget requests and deal with Congressional inquiries.
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The PDC system can track all programming, design, and construction

information on all Air Force military construction projects. These

projects include all major military construction (active, AFRES, and ANG),

minor military construction, equipment installation, military family

housing, commissary, non-appropriated funded, and operations and

maintenance projects. These projects can be updated at the HQ USAF,

MAJCOM, or base levels for a particular project. The system allows HQ

USAF, MAJCCMs, and base level civil ergineering officials to update cost,

technical, or schedule information for a project. This allows decision

makers at all levels to obtain current information almost instantaneously.
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III. THE AIR FORCE MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM
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TABLE 3.1

CONTRACT DOLLAR VALUES BY AWARD TYPE

CONTRACT AWARD TYPE % TOTAL CONTRACT DOLLARS

IFB 44.4

8(d) 48.7

Sole Source 6.9

TOTAL 100.0
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TABLE 3.2

CONTRACT DOLLAR VALUES BY REGION

CONTRACT AWARD

REGION IFB 8(d) Sole Source % TOTAL CONTRACT
DOLLARS

New England 2.4 1.6 0.1 4.1

Middle Atlantic 2.9 0.6 0.1 3.6

South Atlantic 2.9 9.7 1.2 13.8

Easu North Central 5.1 4.2 0.2 9.5

East South Central 0.7 3.2 1.0 4.9

West North Central 3.9- 1.1 0.7 5.7

West South Central 4.3 11.3 1.0 16.6

Mountain 4.1 8.3 1.4 13.8

Pacific 18.1 8.7 1.2 28.0

Total 44.4 48.7 6.9 100.0
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3.3 CONTRACT AWARD TYPE
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3.4 PROJECT TYPES
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TABLE 3.3

CONTRACT AWARD DISTRIBUTION

CONTRACT AWARD TYPE NUMBER % TOTAL

IFB (competed) 339 24.8

8(d)(competed) 881 64.4

Sole Source 147 10.8

TOTAL 1367 100.0

Sole Source

IFB (one bidder) 2 1.3

8(d) (one bidder) 22 14.9

8(a) 123 83.8

TOTAL 147 100.0
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TABLE 3.4

PROJECT TYPE DISTRIBUTION

CONTRACT AWARD

PROJECT TYPE IFB 8(d) 8(a) Total (%)

100 88 235 31 354 (25.9)

200 56 226 34 316 (23.1)

300 34 29 5 68 (4.9)

400 27 38 12 77 (5.7)

500 11 12 4 27 (1.9)

600 11 55 15 81 (5.9)

700 51 129 45 225 (16.5)

800 61 157 1 219 (16.1)

339 881 147 1367 (100.0)

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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3-5 BIDDERS

H-ow many.- bidders bid on these contra cts?' Compmretitive contrarc havte a mean

oF - .6 olooe's per projct. (,the median value is7 ' FE contract awards ha d a mean

of 36 bidders per contract. (median 7.5). w.hile BI(d) awards- avenascied 7.2 (merdian7)

Ta-lC - for the number- of, bidders b'4 crojcot tue.in manten-ancc

-- d licu.t.=fiti cr-,4 r*~ had the hi'-trt-t numrq - mE n riudr-r=

Z r 1 i-F ci', had o- - - nly E-7 hbidr.r Trjs crrt 4 -n lmll'

t o.frrci. - UP' =d tnis rnuk- explain r, ~ nuii moe-o bidderz- aMc.

-i-',Ft e.oec t h - th h iclfl' numrber ,f b,-- -1- n=-.e- F arm O r .1-F-

cc mp atitIcr Zmcnc d .4r, tr hr pu s,-' n f1 i. 4m's i04= o mrfhe i- b'" I - f.- r -- m C, ne

fl-J' i _= w r a.1'p-C. TUI-- re c j lower their 01-- .;mnunt.;- their,

rimun-F Jm- _E re the nu= tE -i-1+

Cui Fn ER 
1  

m~- us. 0 Cl~* nfl C :

3.6 COMm-ARISONS BETWEEN ESTIMATED COST AND BID AMOUNTS
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firms know they- face little competition, they mi-ght not lovier their bids.

Mccordlinclly, the ave-rage contract bids -were approximately 2.i3 oercent (n=

167)7 ' belowi the Air- Force cost estimate for all contract= The Air Force 'a~d

mnfle'4 in, its- contranctin-g practices. ThisF estimate is -used-- as a "measurinci" stick

to cmpare different contract strate-gies. The purpose of this a-nalu.sisC is to use

the.- estimate as a base to compare reaiebiddirci between contracts. Since the

Air- Force uses the same cost estimation a' ,-Eem for all projiect tyocl~s., this allovls

the cOfr~c ot menu o4 :it terent contract ch-:;ka-Ir-icfd=.

See Tab=--le 2.6 for these contrac awad luea 7F a-4arc' hr is bu

11.4 *-ec-rt (n = 3232)' bel-o-I the estima~te. Conve'rsey 5()cntat-bdi

b:idi~ ''t +1 -. nean of S.5 rceroePnt- n =51) elc *h - estimate Zsnc *a -

tef t, f 'Fl c th si that te I F? S l - ,n ,,ovE r- tha-, n &'z

The re~f resu-lts iniaethat. their Hifferanoe is sicnificant. at the i peFr')-t.

s±Cni c roe lev el. Ta mens the cost of com-petition bet-vjppr, c'_11 C frt d

=+ sCu I .S cer-C en-1L. i s~i S ~a E ar~ 7mP. ut~

v~t~~ce boctt ir -i' -- . z f-, ~

cdt-
4 r + Phr1r H=rcrrL~

d l~r Hviri Fi rnl. 7. 1ar-' rl ne
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TABLE 3.5

NUMBER OF BIDDERS BY PROJECT TYPE

PROJECT TYPE

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

AWARD TYPE

IFB 8.4 9.2 7.6 8.0 9.3 9.0 8.6 9.3

8(d) 7.2 6.7 6.8 7.6 7.5 8.4 7.7 7.0
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TABLE 3.6

PERCENT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LOW BID & COST ESTIMATE BY PROJECT TYPE

PROJECT TYPE

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

COMPETITIVE

IFB -7.7 -11.6 -10.1 -9.1 -11.3 -7.7 -12.2 -3.1

8(d) -9.9 -4.4 -10.1 -14.3 -7.3 -13.2 -0.7 -2.3

TOTAL -9.1 -5.8 -10.1 -12.1 -9.2 -12.1 -8.2 -2.5

SOLE SOURCE

IFB - - -8.6 - - - - -31.0

8(d) - 1.7 4.3 -0.5 7.3 -5.8 -4.3

8(a) 3.9 1.1 1.1 -1.4 5.5 3.4 27.7

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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DifPferencec 0alo ccur in pro.~ect type-s Se Table 3. 7 i or a description of

diffEeences by= onolject type. The waren-ouseR and torage -and the_ administrativ'.e

and computer -facilities project types have the lnv.et differe~nce in ;awards= Thesr-

projiect t'4;Pes are most like their. civilian c-ountePrparts 'r ter r. -n~r I ifr-n

scecifications anoi requiremr.tc. The hicihest a=L.,ardS Iivolve the utilitie-s an'd

Enerq v4 orc.*~tS

A one vL.awAANV test. js used to exp~ore vhether- the meanr.ditirEnces are

the sa:-me for -all Pro~jtct typrua by- contrac L.,ar d. The tE St resUiL 'rnHir-tr Uhk

tkC. n44 r.eMCE, oz crlect type and conitract -waar,* Mre not the sa7e at tE

ce ta r Irl.l.vll.f-_! _lr_- r
1

l- 1-' Cl

t~c jh;- mane-ac irnd lrt ' 'ri' '1 '0nr.r t- -,' J=

vdr -'d'n- - r v e-n~ d lci-.M.r ,-fuCr ti,,

E - r- t -M= rc+r"MLCI ur.rrv1-r r.r

r ~~ r r +jr. .21 n~ ,,,;I tie , *r'- r7,~ v '
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3.7 CONTRACT BID VARIABI1LITY
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TABLE 3.7

PERCENT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LOW BID & COST ESTIMATE BY PROJECT TYPE

PROJECT TYPE

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 8

7OMPETITIVE

IFB -7.7 -11.6 -10.1 -9.1 -11.3 -7.7 -12.2 -3.1

8(d) -9.9 -4.4 -10.1 -14.3 -7.3 -13.2 -0.7 -2.3

rOTAL -9.1 -5.8 -10.1 -12.1 -9.2 -12.1 -8.2 -2.5

SOLE SOURCE

IFB - - -8.6 - - - - -31.0

8(d) - 1.7 4.3 -0.5 - 7.3 -5.8 -4.3

8(a) 3.9 1.1 1.1 -1.4 - 5.5 3.4 27.7

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
100 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
300 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
300 Utilities & Energy Projects
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TABLE 3.8

PERCENT DIFFERENCE IN LOWEST BID & COST ESTIMATE

COMPETED SOLE
REGION IFB 8(d) TOTAL SOURCE

New England -4.2 -10.4 -7.4 5.3

Middle Atlantic -17.3 -12.0 -13.4 0

South Atlantic -9.8 -10.4 -10.3 -1.0

East North Central -4.9 -10.8 -8.9 -

East South Central -17.1 -9.1 -10.5 8.6

West North Central -8.5 -2.4 -8.5 0

West South Central -14.0 -10.3 -10.8 -6.8

Mountain -16.1 -13.6 -14.2 0

Pacific -13.0 -1.7 -9.4 4.2
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bi.d dm-rs~ It also- could indicate cllllsio--n in biddinc betv.en- tl.rrms if the

-Varlabilit-J betL*.,eer bids i- extremel,= niarrovkt or thtte ir a Catl el'. .-4=

ifned amnonct f -rms- c Lnve rse' a 1a--rce reli at p --n F bids=man tha

blidders aE ~ ' h ve- '4oi-ea' oo-naons abccut the amnount ci eo-r'e rcu ir edc

t o c! ocie te Uh e- p r c

ne var I' i tc'llt4 tkg-t -> b dc!p Hjr ra n bne masur Ed b' us-waIno tcfi -i h'
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TABLE 3.9

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION

PROJECT TYPE

100 200 300 400 500 60 700 800

COMPETITIVE

IFB 9.46 8.23 8.11 6.22 5.85 9.09 7.73 13.41

8(d) 8.91 8.19 9.09 13.15 14.73 8.56 8.37 13.48

MEAN VALUE 9.05 8.21 8.55 10.27 10.48 8.65 8.19 13.46

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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Within proict tyes, the IFE? arid 2(d) awards differ gral.The warehouse

and storagqe ;and medical facilities projects pDrovide gtood examoles. Theeaad

Eu-cest 9-r'eater unmcertaintu_ tCiv.mrd constr-uctlon, with regtard to h±_ h tEchnoocrx or

ccoexmdca eua m~t= r Srd' bidders. ronviorael, -. onp ssep= dif f z-E rn

s=tuatioin vwuth t h,' aeoue and storacie cro .ectsa These prolects include

racilit~~~~es fo-tcic upiso cupet One mictht.. at First cgla--nce, believe

these ormeosentail Fevjer technidcal reqjuiremrenits. Hijvr axo hs

:nrtsncue CparjCinn, r:rr.r environmenal an d S Eculr It'x -ssterns unIoue to

mlI~ar2 s~r~ucsuc.- requ ,remrents fo nult oan strage Io air

Letns z~ta N~rrerlen ol~ee DEM; onrat mf.anac,-emeiriruCtcr

meniondtatthe F -e= recmmnds t.hat ?cuiiZ-tme~ ecer-. andc

aeon rr tre rnar- Jd A d d it ic',n al the Uotacic 5~t~e S~

1reniv Cot act if Fe o~o isrnebt er n cot Er
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the i Force (cons ider ing life oucle costs arid energy sa-:vings,. it normaliy

ap-proves the project fo--r construction.

The DoD had particuiar problems with enerctu, monitorinqi and control a' asterr

(EMS) or the EO2Iiilegnes rmH S.A.F indicamted that these

oar t4 u 1ar projects nad the must tnr'nninal probiems. tr-- comn.lt= than, other orojc r

tup-es TrF- EMc nr-nierU- -+tfprnrit to prolYd npr'r.ial ±s E 'esote- rrrP4

ne''n dr ~lht~inq, ard o'i h'- utiitie 1- for bLyr--In(_ on a ~se &

1 tt~ -2 my5 con direczta s~- ThEry.. nf -rmpc

rec ~ . t.', +r~iolgy and dei-rr n~ = -rj ita'- co--'

_U C &1 -*- ..... s t- r e,

1ttcr use REF-- or racta S. , -'" n '-'i~ tor tre r-c r* -ii r= Ene r~i ano

E E Z Et er SuC c est e tlhat manyi biddrs di no adquatl m ose fre

tnnc±!netli2 of t EMOR ret~ennz Seea frC how ±±ticatec

E ~ ~ ~ ~ FF D* - r:nen

F- F2, 7 7J
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and the estimated cost narrowjed bet-ween oontrects. This iluLISt-.+tp the idea that

ncraSed oompetitir-n amnong cotential tirnc Mi#+h- r-E-eal true costs in tnrImc rf;

bids. Tab-le 3710 rnrid F infomation from th,-e bid data-: that supports this

obs-erva=tion. The T E aazrds have lowver bids than (d' awvards For contracts- with

bid's crezrker + -a r..- The 0 'S i rdhav lovier rel.ativ e bids than lEE awlar 's it

f~ rqj I~ - here result ma f afect the result' o

th .iL ' vTcnrn e t±Mrm a--- h-ave alIre:a:du rEducp-d- ther~

'Cid ,-- pS.fI *r~f th _ 'c~mnt± ctract ueMa4so

iow~r'~%' '~ >r*.--r.E'uced these bidE



TABLE 3.10

PERCENT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LOW BID & COST ESTIMATE BY NUMBER OF BIDDERS

Bidders : 5

IFB -4.5

8(d) -5.6

5 < Bidders : 10

IFB -12.1

8(d) -12.2

10 < Bidders 5 15

IFB -15.5

8(d) -9.7

15 < Bidders S 20

IFB -19.9

8(d) -15.9

Bidders > 20

IFB -23.1

8(d) -16.1
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1%J. THE MCAFEE AND HCMILLAN MODEL

in this Section. I desc-ribe the model for the otmlinoentiv.e ccnrtr.;t baR=-dc

F ra-+-or; --c~fee J ohn MolMillan-'s research. I first- ex pla=in the goals of-

the firmr aino cvoernentwihin the -contract fr-a-nnIor in which the,-, coerate. This

helc-= ditFic~uiSh the moivations ofl the fPirm twar bidd--ing-' On, a contract.

- c-re-r- - anr -- v 'uil.$-rramI .r

~.~nrr ij' -'i'n rrI~ - l-L
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4.± THE FIRM AND GOVERNMENT
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bid.

The wiovernment's cbiective is to mia.dz E,-"). Th Icenet

specification -for the avward includes: ar calculated optimnal v,,alue For a. bas-ed on the

niumber. of bidders. ranc of exopected costs. anid an, assumption ab:kout the svrt-

at; moral hazard. The ctowVernment. then selects the bidder based on the low-.est bid

and uses the optimala f to calclt pa' rnoenta to the fPirm. The 'Firm then produces

rt.ro-ct .t -er-ic The CvE rnmEnu t S p omen ceon t he firms: t..

~~ L i-i ,-'-a ~Ccni-trSd= b' ' the federal nqovernimernt, ird Iexmntes

Cu1r 1 Era S -, C ncr Iita r. 7"aoe E. Althcucih tYi -r-rmct _ r___S t7-

ac E A h.lr. " 0' M e -- =Fid M,:iiri mo , the cuoverrnm.+ 4 r uethi

+ =, jj e>- -p ,4 'c-2r or; th rntraot ri te i+ .rj U flL+ ,=Jrn
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istrictly ron-zero for all c~ in Icl,> The value chcan tae .- aue of

Positive infini+tu_.

The vazriable w, is az stochastic. disturbance and has- a c umlativle dis-trbution.,

fun,,-ction FEu)l. The vasue of w decendc or. unanticipated eveantsE that rem it in

unexoected costs to the fr (e.,labor dlsoutEs, .4eathEri. The fi.,rm can~not

orsdlct thes S or~ =mtl~ +ts bi i ater contrac award basd on w - ne

jiovarrrenf is does not**=,r-'0 W, s the gocvernment cannot direc--tly- cont.rc 4 on

wihabde. All bid-derEFc the same F"'ri.nbuin ' ssIumted

r 1 r e cc-st. red' + r r ottorts ,made b'4 the fir ; Inan RF

:tt -~C -at col-r rSEC 4f

,rFl. c--- 'ur E-4r.rcn-+ -
4 

r 4*J

r74 2

4~ ~ L- F~r'~ a C I~C r,
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4.3 iNC-ENTIV.E CONTRACTS



as an FRI contract under the current FAR. This contract takes the form:

T=-a *-i + 6Kb + f.

Wjhere -r = Bidder's total pa-yment From the government

a = C-ost sihare rate

= Sid share rate

= E7x ante- aicireed Qrn f a -

__ o'mta I a Irr a., rhlnao+ tahe~s contracts.a =n inii C Cm cde-

* z!- t~ e, r -in to the iovr _-. - r h- h-rp.udt =-

T' -a t T. I CLj r r
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T~ -: + X-

-~~~ b1 j)+ !

Eciuat icn shov that a bidder's o:a,-ment should equal nhisj if he in-cur-s
no cost oerrun, U- ufloerrunv ~ nfl ,ecrunsi ccur v.'nen. C- 't 0. w4hic

uncWu-rt.a nr r -;Rn C; - b 0 He also must- pay -Fon any, overrunr or uncderrun

-, a rfr., I - r

otie t! -a this incentive contr-act acts as a -na r4t;;_ inurnc COIc f~or thIe

bid1Jer UIlri' ar: FR? : contract.. the vL1innin1 firmi doesn't hav to pay, ro'r tne

entzr.,e overrun;, the 9,overnmEnt pasa portonn of the coat.

cr~e t ucerted oNabidder- behave:.i- the :- 'Carnmilenlt reEts to
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The bidder maximizes EU(7,j). where the expectation is taken o,.er W. 7ne

bidder w'ill select a level o7f e, such that d.TkngteFrs re

= LU(h.Jtk - -da*:i

r va of cu ~ deed gnee' on ex Ifc th 1oen t maerhebde

resonsblefor am lacrcortion of the overrun, th-,e fPirmi hS,2e sn-1 i' nc_"t''e to

cevre more -_r.:jrt yr flOC?.se£

The bidder new ! r tuohnbeoms

4~.4 BIDDING BEHAVIOR
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The rjrobabiit,-_, of a rival Firm makinc a bid lower than bi deend on the

cots, 1 Therefore, the probabilit, of another bidder

making a higher bid is - .b(-i.. Sincer 4e have n bidders, the oahili o-f

the firm making the low-est bid amonci all bidders is [i - iG-WE b n  t hen

bidder's ex ante utility for a given bid, bi! is:

7 . = [E-',. 'JIE - .. G( %,I. i

4.. .. ...-1.<-.

= LELY<K1-,.Z.Y:b; - ,-• -,,,.,) + (I-,a.)(h' t<i-,-.)) - h~h'->i-c))Ei][ - :3(B-' .... S- (±

Tha_ pr bidder -i elect a b2 that maximizes EU':r that is, he selectsa bid±

that s=±&es-dEU.r* = a for ecuation, ,(!5). The i-st order condition IS:
db:

E _ (c ,': (n - ' +,D .
, ... . .'. = , - :,:i
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Expected pay-ment E T~c) may be reformulated '.nee A;=penoix 4.i. for proof)

to,:

+ +

crmndor to Sol*e For the optimal biddinrt ataecu M~eeed MO-Hiller;

assurne thast the ltddues have onstanit absolute risk aesfn

Th e xOerX 0 i- -, rplm- m- risk. aier-i r_ =rd rercies irc! C1 _to_

kt-44en .and McHMlan ey.d iuo I In te frm- :i- o) Thoe Irm'= -~-
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qo"ernmer t , solv es for the otimal a b---knc the f~+order condition
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The optimal contract balances the three effects and satisfies(2.

4.6 THE MCAFEE AND MCMILLAN MODEL AND MILITARY CONSTRUCTION

This sactiont detau:ls the ?pplizatiorn of th a McAlFee and Moilnnmodel to the

rForce mlitzara-= cnr. t lriuot n crocrari data- The r.-udts ofti4 scin lo

mtoimatjmcI ,r. rect on! theT ocnstrucftion roam -rsr'

J.,scuss ar deend the use Cr LE-mrrticn of a uifo rm c-ccailt ditbbtc

b7 idder err rrz+a-i S~ z:a normazil distri1but.io 0tf C-".-~ te -nas .ccd

od I t I this- mccc;l to includen c' t~ i a, ut r iskaes id
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cdues to estimate ,va-lues- for all bidders. Additionallwu, if one could interv'4 e-w 41d

bidders-, ssuming the bidders allovi such- intenvievjc hovi acies one measure f. or-

*k=- cfl~cfljt on datas in the daaaera' irmrs ma,- be out of business. Under

re~mnamnor have mercied Lllth other fPirma. T-a actins c-an sagn Iiioanrti-,

:,ite h me 'r-urm rnnt L : ~ r,,aL--=h- r-inn ef et. ShculdrE rr-; to FCOUO

cEovnnr E rf nu: trerePcro E-v-g= reative to the ri-v. rietr-m cas E-nd FPP

th .cnhr :;z' a f~rI offeo:t are uzed injr, t mD ;-

Frr th, 1.re *--a , S -fl he hidder E= d, c ru t n.c.or

- ... ~ aun~orn oobo~ltudi=s-uitln +r ht -t ra j,'
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estimated bi=S i_ -,: hts 5 to. evaluate both,,; rot-ec Th toC:tal FnuMter o

T~ h e-e + t I , r~ fil toa f r Eec the null n'0te -sthat, the

differenice in mneans is= 0. The- test vas ma-de usinci a.±0 nercent jn ~~o ee

TH-,z fjrc+ and second lct ic, refPlect. va lues co !nsFIsEt en t vith a uniformr

zr ,-Oabilit'4j distribution. The results oc_ t he first test. add sujocort toc the

S nr ti zn thatl t1he bids folwaunfr robaliht4 dlljitrj. rr

Tne acord:- test.. in'.'jrc - er eont t~ difrene betwieen ata n

* ' t rlE oeoe erence b etwlie enr t he lowve-st anadsonlloet ~~

c tnE~ Le, cpm- -ic o'iffena. ce ,he =otu1 iana u'ta~a
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dsscaiatEd wit-h this oarutc to the bidderE. N-everthElea=. I will is a

uniformr cost ditibto in thicj rrirdl.

!nadto.cotatniofficers fromr, the Air. Force. CCiW End t-AYFAC-- who

wrd r-trmcts fo-r 'ir Force -iian onstruction rcietc H ic artec

anedotl a .ir~l~ctosuprocrt uSin9 uniformo prbaiit istribuitio rn1 bids

r*ina$v , ard4T rrir'Ery CrqttruCtrIo co'.1-t -in rod r;
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The next -assurnmtion dealS vjithl the di'rbtir oft t s su~ o ce

nrll- di-str-ibuted. Reoa!l . reoresentfs random., unoredio~table cc' ft a

_:se the normnality, a~su.tion for Feveral reasons. T hec vQ C--u

I-presentS the comrbined a4effs c!Fan infPluences. if one a=sumes t hat th-ese

-ntluences ma inde-penden,-t-ly dlisr' uted and random., then, Lu- the cenf's 1 fl,

thorm.the ditiuina-orosohes the noma Ds the nme fvn~be

nr-ea s e S. r- ls. if the cl-mta f rcsurmmetnic ard rel atively, concen-trated a=round
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pc* irniate .

Tw,-o studies asserted that the value of ho corresponds to a i1 percent cost

diff erence.5  Soherer andc. M--ooire both state that the value of hi0 was 10 percent,

.althoucih both Studies h-ad diffiut- tr-inci to find idenica ,ducts= contracted

ton- under FFP and O-rF7F connditions.

Llc fee and Mo1l-illn' assum.-e a al ue of1!-ren Tey eeo ti au

b-. usino,- seversi ocsenvation in dffFerent indus=4tries to n-ceoneent c1r-ernment

contracts. nhe-A m~-a~fe an anaioci'4 betwL.ee-n h, amnd ossunder a reciulated fi.,rmr a-;nd

ntawmcnr;Qc thre fir r'.P rE i l -a te ad b-y t he cic v ennment., th e qcov e rnrmr!enrt Inau

aone t s 4A~ -rmso~j'~t~ ncrat abin,-ess and chne rce cireaten

man~~ '=cr oeimntcurnte that the P; r r can charcieit cost ann a.
r;~c !,-.te 'r c n =-rs C' its cs)to the pbIc Th iuto em ~ar t

r-n ____ ra ct since m~e ftirm ca n c asc5 cnco: tc an xnlv oi

co-ns Humr.er and still th~' e fie es. Thn tr-. naS little mottiion;*,Cr to r eoCe11C

:ot ftafnir=ntraml m on c c oi 4 and is allve to ximiz Cra., at tIr.j

tia' F .. ntr ... E- c~c s t~~b 7a r,,.,-rjz -ni rr'- irn c r 0,-IfC
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four s tdie, v4Es ;er

Tne-e different ho values provide a range for the stu-=. Tre Frriu"-t.,

uses cases iere ho enuas 5. 10, 15. and 20 percent. The 20i percent val,_e seems=

tco hig_ o. construin, but is us-d-nyw- as an upper ::tr.ere b'-d f--h _ a

diagnosis and care hs.e uch r,' o-e uncertainty4 regar-ding cost overruns than

cons tru cti crt_ The I- percent level r=fets the ac...u.i .... . f

systems and oter._ WD -rc- ts. rmuch more risk, situation fnr a contractor t-,

com-rpl- n- time andWhi'-:: L!t than constructir project S,. I H'll focus on

-n 10 Fere:rt '-- -. zE,:i results the mEt.

4 E Z AFFL-I' THE MODEL .ITH A ,-F-,- FDE0AEILITY' T-izTFIFUTH:-i -.- F EIE1

in -ra- tlrn =,m .,':;'E the effects c- a urorm or,-babilit , dl s.iouin :t cci

mqus" mc5 9the MicAfee ard Md-illan i-centive contract. j-n- a um-c:
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Recall from eauation 'it, that = (1 - - - e + - h(ci)If firms

are risk neutral, then the firms do not consider o i E) =0). This changes

equation ( i. uven , uform costs. to:

- a*AO; - i - . .1+ [LU .i*"

U. -U % h - ' . . .. r - ..

(i -o;)ch  --:l = ;I _2Q.04i - U - ,C-"'.tC +- LS;. - fl!X;_.
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icethe L~innrnrt ir is the lov.est cost bidder, the iml-n~lum e.xpected cost

on the roc is-

=n 1.11 1
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The value of h(c.) is fcund by9 evzaiuatinl the cercentage differerce bet.Ljeenr

an FFP and cost plus contrac McAfe and McMilan's base ,f ch. Thi

function is

Ch -0 .; _ - ,

t+ - . + C! - la-

~ h
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ch= - Zlrrnv br,

c+"'ULirR1' "55) Iito (4i) oroduces a~ niev,- equaLttoni Fo r. ror o ~-

d Iefine E~)in terms of c.h and c., The niew equation J-
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_ -s~u~ucnreuls-:) hel-p dp+ ermine vhether the grvernrment,

~~,rtgd a4r~ no.orveth ctual1 cos t. saj'nfla or overrun ar caUsE C
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T -further cSimoli-'w (61)" ow Substituting the standard normal cprobability4 denisitu--

funictionr f"or- -fT'u)l:1

tubsttut~ci x= >1cc~w nd _- U rto 63) Sttstc= fIehu) =- Eitir (l ; le



The dollar cost to the government of allowingi the firm to accept the risk is

Thus, the government minimizes this value aiong with the effects

fr-om bid competition and moral hazard to minimize government's expected .y. nent.

jith respect to a.

The marginal gain to the government of assuming the risk is (c represents

the variance of the distribution of wvI:

d- l WIa. r ,c...

Cne , ? n=,a;dd (:" to "-:" t' o ,- f.... For the Cotiral. .7. ,n _ one can Edd

r, =)c + ,- - i

1+
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I can solive ton the values of a and E,-). However, I need %, aiues for "I and c..

In this stud'44 use ..- - 22 x ±0 ', th.is value corresfponds to . firm being

iniff-erent betweeni a: certain $400,000 or a gamble of gajiri $1 million or

notine whch eem olusiieif a bit high (but represents an -upper. bound For X

ror Construction firms. I use this simple gamble ask. an eapeof afrsrisk

aver-ic*n. col Ucji- S 1 -rter kvalue for ths nly- inicrease rhp ri k Khri

1ra -rjvat ruction Firms mrentionedj, in ne' i'r ,' 4~

_ - n1> anacgEment reserve., oased or, their c-s* fr

ctUEr 1-1-tc and tsus I define the dollasr valu -t a- s. > :

col f E'4te tuco h manaciemen~t recerve from e S n t ',no0i xr m

ken -~ cecn azmetreserve for unpredictable c-= P! ma±tar

con s t.ru Ino ro~c~ Co uitn~ en



APPENDX 4.i

Let = Ei - + aCi from (i5)

i + o - i from (1),

T- = (i- .- c .- w-N) + (U- h(c) from, (2),
,i : fc i %."

Substitute bi =into (5).
ErG> i) = Eni ... U'LC1  t,,rc ) ( - a.;b i + .tC )

E(b i - c-bi + cCi). (A4 A 0.

Usrin (), --. lve for b i -
- . . ..

r.. , . i  + h,_i,
S 1,1i +  (A4 i.2)

Substitute (A4.2) and W, into (A4.11)

E'.:) i EII - ' ± - a + 61) + - " .:I - . .U M + --.

,- '-' 2i. . ;+ ' '"."z "&% 4"

..... El 0 c i + , - -&:I a---- -" T +

7~ As +W) 41'a

E ,, - -(i - . + fI W O V.......

E n U • v., (A4 t .
Q E7 i -h i-a"hi + WE)i + c i + W (- "I-K



EIUr - ; + hsi) + c i + wo (A4.i.7)

Earlier I assumed Ew' = 0. The values 6- and are unkno,n to the government

and treated as estimates. Therefore, one solves for:

E E(it) + .- ; + (h(& . - i ] .  (A4.i...3)

± ± 1*89



APPENDIX 4.2

Find ~y.r i

Us1inig U-x) f fjrt de±'ane ElIx) consideninr _ in i ':io.ulst ion.

- l _jjjiL).. Aj,-

AI"

+
conduthei-St f or 4,+ coroittonrsc t.1 : i-l F= E o', MclKa,:iaC

_11

jfDrg r1 -e- -I



dEU( ) = (n -1)9(c*. U-EN -~.(427

do*.i i (c k)

Equation (A4.2.7'. shows howj the bidder's behavior changies with relationship to

c on EU(,t; Selecting the integral from c 1to cl represents the utility from

Costs betw-een co. and the lowest possible cost. The solution for A4.27 -(a linear

ordinar-y differ-ential Equation) is=:

4 0*

__e _ - f-)Ej 10 ()l- " ifl d.(4 .. 3)

The constant K r.epresents the solution fo--r (4.. and (A42.7' for the

ranceoice~tcss. Fre ante utilita4 for anr in-dividu-al bidder. o~ne

ni' arv - LiUC) I ~ :

ch ch

bidder- -. on = Oh tn EU = ir ui-4 1ont e thn cnrc awrd) Th Lie -- i

hasc at muon0 Toie hancefore wineng t the conact- pir uness th+ir

t__ If~.O=Ol4f thm s sed irr = birste than- thnte imvii i
thn it ui toC+'J cots re,.-n ±lnrn S 11 c E t*-r basScn~~n

to cst'.ethe biddcen's behavior,--, based- on r imtdcot,

kee Mr e and MMlrr1{)0T
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Theref ore, one uses the follow~ing EUJ function:

Chh

'A

EU fe and -,-[1 e~r~'e A42.1 o i

++

1.j a1 tc. E U,'rom~ '~44 For U7'u- A2.)fr cr !Jrrinci n

EubttItutino -ri for S- c I vi i hi I functicn rceSults .S i

44:

CIO

T a k ni ci=ar i h m i n A -4 2,21an cI ~im o Ii f 4inI gr-esu t s i n
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this chaoter, I estimriate the hypothetical FRI contract oayments anrd

comocare them to aCtUal FFR pay._ments. I then, determine Nhether the Air F7orce c-an

save ~ ~ ~ ~ _ Io' 04 usniFIcnrcs Additionaill4, I examine the optimal share rate

that midmizaS the Air Forces_ contract caument, and statistically= +ei the-

Scinri-'iceofs rates b04 vaiUs cactrstic-s

evaluate these h,_ctheti-a1 Szvingas an:r-d octi-mal s~hare rates basedl On the

Same contract r harsotenisftic=_ ;;- presented in Chapter M.I Sneo-iFicall4,e

Ssz o±svnsad optimal Sha re rates tosca d on the Follo1winoj r q

-a Perojct I tuce

- c~jc. t -..M- e.

5.1 SAVINGS RATES

FF;:.~-ti r, - U.

rsean0II tacnt dfRe."- be=tvieen the actua-l FFF and scmi

cauers ~c rz~ f 2to0_ 10' enL dcen'rdnc l on rFo,~ ha-zard ratle

9 4



assumpti on;= See Table 5.1 fo_-r more details about these savingis. These values

represent a simple weighted mean savingis calculation betw~een the estimated

cctimal FRI pauments and the lowiest bid under. the RE7F contract.

Savinc-is relative to the ERR contract decrease as5 the moral hazard rate

±noreases. A= morrl hazard raztes rise, firms ha.:ve an increase-d incentive to pnod

th;eir-czc The contracting o-fficer sihould moiderate this incentive bLu lovj-en-ici

the =r~-ate, which mankes the firm more respnsik-l fcr itsccrstsLvnn th

sraj ._maes th cntract more lik~e an. RF cntatr thu=. asnmoralj haMza-rd:

or cc'neS i nQ . pqt im ai PFIT contract am ertn a re close-rn o an RE onrc

'A~flt and r-' samviris. dcorea-se

Hcw muc h d o t hesEe rejie 1aESaE.V IIIS ratE d ri~ a-e s t he moral haard rat

~rcrases T compare the onctoat ty~s ~~ci- oe under- differe+ ntmrl

* -r atesz and e~ril r~~the"u differ bny theilr stn'r R 'ain i erms!= o1r

ther 2crona ~='-'- hs a.in ze.Freape under a 5 7_crent
razard rate th~ ;' ''-c's rate w s rithi ES.lcnrd mi

1'5 ~ 1r 6 Z- E r a Z D.to=_ r - r, Z4cr

rar. Lo--- =1 'h n -

tn t a a- I -t I -- e ~ S e, - - I I- r :- I - E

-II -" Z. eI- - E- --2-.,.t-*--' -1

*~~~~~~~~~~~_ V - L.tr~'* ~"~es in-~mml i-'- ~''tl~tctor

criicj cr'ratlq d -' r i ~ ,rstucic

Cc: 7~_ c~a"_uercc*~r ~I ni ' r>et
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Sch Factors as contract. Size, contract awiard tyoe, geographic rmqoon. andote

consider s tions.

Under Each o.f these conSiderations. the FRI cont-ract pay-ments- are lowier- than

ERRP contracs i n ;n FRI cnrt.there are three ef-et at vc.rk: riclsk r~t

bid :onod t;n -n orai ha-rl The keu- advanzt;n,, to -n FF' contract Ff-~

to *c a n c r..t r a _t I'a the explo It at-io c. rc, ri s k: _hr -nd bld norpP*ifi_'r-i E.FetZ

ICe nu . 4- 1 the Share rate rises From 0. tnr ~t redu;ce p--u~rc~

a3 pnz' + =-or :* th marg-inal ciener'it. to risk smar'nn and bid cnmrr ef

c- !er=rooI.j the maroir 1 cr- of morE: hazrd fe upssn ,r'

duo to ~ o the err~= l =nre moras ha~zard effect.. Rihile us.n r- -r'~

Air Frce -'=' -i-t It Pat n ircihor. priu a n 1nirehr Eca mg-E

Ric5r 5 crct.IAF- =r.eanl illusrtn these ccet Tr a-nl

b ~ .. '~ uilt Cutr . - rrj

-- ,T--~ 1  ahre rate r~duc - 'n-e nr ,,acfepr q 'irr

~rirfurf - r i +1 t~ 1-

F - -, _rg-

Z - - I-J -

1 ~~ ~ *h -c 1+,.,{I J ~ j r I -= r- j't- If j, ,t rIC7

;nre';ay~vCitt heI ti Fc-esCif ota t P7iit=-in"-iir.I
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TABLE 5.1

WEIGHTED MEAN SAVINGS BETWEEN FFP AND FPI CONTRACTS

MORAL HAZARD RATES PERCENT MEAN SAVINGS

5% 10.6%

10% 8.2%

15% 7.1%

20% 6.2%
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TABLE 5.2

WEIGHTED SAVINGS RATES BY PROJECT TYPE

PROJECT TYPE

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

FPI (5% MH)

IFB 9.4 9.3 8.7 7.6 7.8 8.7 8.0 14.3
8(d) 10.4 10.3 10.2 11.6 12.6 8.0 9.0 14.9

Total 10.1 10.1 9.4 10.0 10.3 8.2 8.7 14.7

FPI (10% MH)

IFB 8.0 7.8 7.6 5.8 5.7 6.9 6.2 11.2
8(d) 9.1 8.6 10.1 9.7 12.1 6.4 6.9 14.6

Total 8.8 8.3 9.3 7.1 9.2 6.6 6.7 14.0

FPI (15% MH)

IFB 6.7 6.5 6.2 4.5 4.2 6.6 5.4 11.0
8(d) 8.3 8.0 9.7 9.1 10.8 5.4 6.0 12.4

Total 8.0 7.5 8.2 6.8 7.7 5.6 5.8 12.1

FPI (20% MH)

IFB 5.5 5.4 5.6 3.8 3.1 6.0 4.9 10.1
8(d) 7.9 7.6 9.0 8.3 9.6 4.9 5.7 12.2

Total 7.3 7.1 7.5 6.1 5.1 5.2 5.3 11.7

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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FIGURE 5.1

GOVERNMENT PAYMENT VS. SHARE RATE()
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FIGURE 2

PROJECT PAYMENT VS. SHARE RATE (a)
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c_ i as reflected in their coefficient of variaktion values (see Table 3.8, Coefficient

or Va)_riation in C-hapzter TIT). Come civil enqireers said that these project tyces are

,Very4 similar to many civilian projects and attract many firms villiing to bid on

these p rojects_ The smaller saving-s ratesc may- reflect the competition that has

already= taken plc betwjEen the bidders under. FFP contracts. If the rangce

kat! weenlZ and c, is smirall and many bidders participate in, the contract.

cc0ma+tfI Jcr,, the Air Force iOc5~s little tromrr Lusing an FFP contract..

I nowv test vHhether- the savinojs rates across project+ typnes Here zaitol'

d ifen t.. Th is s er- nEof s tes comae the Equlit of each mean;r hith _ vinogs

rat-_ to each mean ±cvj -a-vings rate by- project t40e. ror extamo-le. test the

___p Vro-1-*t' aa !airist +he varehouse an.d -trg proiec.

Udrtlhis _ enio= o0± E- I find that the sav-,Ings For all cr- tc a-= flcb

Sictr'Pier-l I at the 10 peroert leveel

& "~antin crQFe iferncs nvnlt, = th r~lie ra+ o, *'p r+:rc

ano -a -oteo ;rn Lid amro n t an- numbebir ofLidoes-4

ji~ ~~~B c oernmh'r bidders mean higner Snr h ~ Rrc ~ *

ctnr t- is means that comnap-rel -r:F ccntnz-(cS tvF ;..l r

du= tcf__",: eertdb the bioS coctton $c-r

Tr rD III that the cofiiet f v-mr-Iation tonr prm I Cr 7

h~ci 'ne4: - c rcert fc the~ medicalfz ii" in- e

octhese..e c *n r rS-

41 C S I :

it i-n. AI _m rnNF E

ri~ '~ rn r~' et~ r r. 0  wr
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methods

Notice in. Table 5.2 that there are differences in savings rates betwveen the

o.rojeot4 types based on contra-ct award types. For example, the S(d) aZdhav

ireater savincis rates than IFS awiards for some facility- proiectS Fncall, that the

3('d) awrsare comapeted among a selected group of firms: (Small., disadvIt2antacied

busin-esses) that limit-. "te total number of bidders for the contr-act; which mau

exlin wri=.ncl rates- are hiqhe' than with [FE aw.ards. IFE! awiards compete

a.MOnIM alIl Qcualifie firms and this co-uld affect. the bids and savinicis rat-kes in

-- varal -IZ=S. First. the IF;S awiards attract more bidders. than 6(f), awaj=rds. Th-en,

the Esre rates are orocbabluy low.er and the optirml contlract for IFS cr-rtr~c

lock more liL-o Z FEE contract and thus savingis rates. should be low.er foCF

iaards One lso. m i iht. see less k -r i abil it+ in the IFS bids wv.hJon alo1ijr

share rates.- In cerral.. 3(d) contract. awiards: have2 cire-ater cetceto

vrtinvalues than, i :-i T'Jrc his means the rannce or; bids (a~nd excec-ted-

'rc= -saz-dr-zi unde Sc, z'onritions h- e- , r ti'ainted t11~..~t

+-- M~r 01 7, e -2'F

r- t r e- =sc r-' -n7 ~ r 1 1c +r- 
4

n;i ----. +'~-

E H4r-iR'. '- [T4AW

a,, _V1r --i_

zn ormation :' bidde~r-=, ' R-rd cocntrac:t ar-rd tau

7. 1 5 EAXOSElTES F-. R~nEiL RPEq.-NS

Noh, I :mlne wh ether the ioa~nc h r.etaffec-ts aics ae



TABLE 5.3

SAVINGS RATES BY PROJECT TYPE (BIDS <- 5)

PROJECT TYPE

IQ00 20o D- 4 A 50 600 700 Uoo

FPI (5% MH)

IFB 10.9 10.3 9.3 9.7 11.2 9.8 8.9 15.7

8(d) 11.0 11.3 11.6 13.2 13.5 8.9 9.4 15.9

FPI (10% MH)

IFB 10.5 10.2 8.3 7.9 9.7 9.2 8.2 13.2

8(d) 10.9 10.3 10.4 11.3 12.9 6.8 7.9 13.3

FPI (15% MH)

IFB 9.9 9.7 6.8 6.4 7.2 7.8 6.6 11.5

8(d) 9.6 9.9 10.0 10.7 12.0 6.5 7.4 12.3

FPI (20% MH)

IFB 8.8 7.6 6.1 6.3 4.3 7.3 6.3 11.0

8(d) 9.4 8.8 9.5 9.6 10.7 5.6 5.9 12.7

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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TABLE 5.4

WEIGHTED SAVINGS RATES BY PROJECT TYPE (5 < BIDS : 10)

PROJECT TYPE

1Q 2QQ 2Q.0- 4Q 500 afnl 70n 80o

FFI (5% NH)

IFB 7.8 8.1 7.0 6.7 5.8 8.6 7.5 10.4

8(d) 9.5 8.6 8.9 10.6 11.9 7.5 7.6 12.5

FPI (10% MH)

IFB 6.1 5.8 6.1 5.5 6.3 6.2 5.7 8.4

8(d) 6.9 6.7 8.3 10.1 9.3 5.6 5.8 9.6

FPI (15% MH)

IFB 4.9 4.4 5.4 3.7 5.7 5.4 3.8 8.3

8(d) 5.3 5.5 7.9 6.7 7.5 4.3 5.0 9.3

FPI (20% MH)

IFB 3.5 3.8 5.3 2.9 2.4 5.2 3.4 8.1

8(d) 5.3 5.3 7.6 6.5 4.1 3.9 4.7 8.8

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Ut~iities & Energy Projects
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TABLE 5.5

SAVINGS RATES BY PROJECT TYPE (10 < BIDS < 15)

PROJECT TYPE

100 200 300 400 SIQ 60 70_0

FPI (5% MH)

IFB 7.6 7.8 6.7 5.8 5.6 6.4 6.9 10.3

8(d) 8.7 8.5 n/a 7.8 8.6 6.3 7.5 11.8

FPI (10% MH)

IFB 5.6 5.7 5.5 5.4 5.7 5.2 5.5 8.3

8(d) 6.5 6.4 n/a 7.7 8.0 5.1 5.7 9.2

FPI (15% MH)

IFB 3.7 3.6 3.8 3.6 2.8 2.3 3.4 6.1

8(d) 4.7 4.5 n/a 7.6 6.5 2.5 4.8 6.6

FPI (20% MH)

IFB 2.6 2.0 1.8 2.5 2.2 2.1 2.1 5.7

8(d) 3.7 2.5 n/a 6.5 3.5 2.3 2.8 6.3

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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TABLE 5.6

SAVINGS RATES BY PROJECT TYPE (15 < BIDS 5 20)

PROJECT TYPE

I0 20D 3oo ADD 5oo E 7oo 8

FPI (5% MH)

IFB 7.4 6.9 6.4 5.3 5.5 n/a 6.7 9.8

8(d) 8.6 8.4 9.0 7.2 n/a n/a 7.4 10.6

FPI (10% MH)

IFB 5.6 5.6 4.9 4.5 4.5 n/a 5.2 8.1

8(d) 6.4 6.3 7.7 7.4 n/a n/a 5.4 9.1

FPI (15% MH)

IFB 3.5 3.5 3.7 3.3 2.6 n/a 3.3 5.2

8(d) 3.8 4.1 5.5 7.6 n/a n/a 4.2 6.3

FPI (20% MH)

IFB 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.8 n/a 1.6 5.2

8(d) 1.7 2.4 2.1 6.2 n/a n/a 1.9 5.8

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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TABLE 5.7

WEIGHTED SAVINGS RATES BY PROJECT TYPE (BIDS > 20)

PROJECT TYPE

-00 200 _.nnA00 400 50 80 700 o 800

FPI (5% MH)

IFB 7.3 6.6 n/a n/a n/a 7.5 n/a 9.5

8(d) 8.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

FPI (10% MH)

IFB 5.5 5.5 n/a n/a n/a 5.1 n/a 6.8

8(d) 6.3 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

FPI (15% MH)

IFB 3.3 3.3 n/a n/a n/a 3.3 n/a 4.3

8(d) 3.4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

FPI (20% MH)

IFB 1.4 1.5 n/a n/a n/a 2.1 n/a 1.9

8(d) 1.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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TABLE 5.8

NUMBER OF BIDDERS BY PROJECT TYPE

PROJECT TYPE

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

AWARD TYPE

IFB 8.4 9.2 7.6 8.0 9.3 9.0 8.6 9.3

8(d) 7.2 6.7 6.8 7.6 7.5 8.4 7.7 7.0
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TABLE 5.9

WEIGHTED SAVINGS BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION

INCENTIVE CONTRACT

REGION 5% MH 10% MH 15% KH 20% MH

New England 11.0 7.3 6.9 5.8

Middle Atlantic 10.7 7.2 5.6 5.3

South Atlantic 10.8 7.3 6.1 5.6

East North Central 10.2 7.2 5.9 5.4

East South Central 10.2 7.2 5.9 5.4

West North Central 10.5 7.3 6.0 5.5

West South Central 10.7 7.3 6.1 5.6

Mountain 10.1 7.0 5.7 4.9

Pacific 9.8 6.6 5.8 4.6
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This evaluation- First descri'bes- savil-s base=d on siecracPhic -rcuor alone and then
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TABLE 5.10

WEIGHTED SAVINGS BY REGION & PROJECT TYPE (5% MH)

PROJECT TYPE

REGION 1la 2ia AS0 400 5 E0v0 6 700 RO

New England 10.4 8.4 10.5 6.0 5.7 6.4 6.8 14.1

Middle Atlantic 9.9 8.5 7.7 11.8 8.9 n/a 7.9 16.4

South Atlantic 9.6 10.4 10.1 9.5 14.3 9.1 9.3 14.4

East North Central 10.0 11.0 8.5 8.2 9.6 9.1 9.9 14.2

East South Central 9.9 8.4 11.4 8.1 9.7 5.2 5.9 14.5

West North Central i.12 11.0 n/a 8.1 5.9 6.9 11.1 14.3

West South Central 11.0 10.9 11.9 10.6 13.2 9.3 8.4 14.7

Mountain 9.1 9.0 8.6 10.6 n/a 7.7 8.6 15.9

Pacific 9.4 9.2 9.1 7.7 7.1 6.3 9.1 14.8
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geographioallu, this finding suggests that incentive contracts should be applied to

military construction throughout the United States.

5.2 OPTIMAL SHARE RATES

in t-hai-saction I explore the e~tim- 1 values of the optimal share rates.

Table 5.11 presents mean optin.-al share rates based on moral ha-zard --ate

assumptions. in, generali. ask= the morzi1 hazard rate increases, the Air Force should

offer a lowner ac v.alue I now; loo~k at how the optimal ac changes by co--ntract awvard.

pro leo-t te 2 and number of bidders.

524 PTIMAL- SHARE RAtTES: BY CON.-TRACT AWAR

eeTable 5.1 -fr a surrnan I _ optir-a s-r ra;tes=ae r rjc ye

cotataviardt-io- ,-e, a=nd ;morali hazard ra;te ssmtin Uo;imai sha.r-e rne t

hicihar f-r c -nt'azt ;vj~rrS thn JPFaar The 4v * -d have an,_

o-ptima char-M rate C, 7. o~rer to ompre Gn .~ 5 pe-cen r 
4 r the IF-

Th-.i. ra- be LI-" td v4.-,ir pr Iu'-' in the md -a~-rtl th-i WE awrd f-s t

-! - '~ " g'- n- -4
s are cgrFemter 4-1-ar IFE -ot;ial slh-

anci Fu In t thr r~ r-t*= Z- gr eat er for SqlcP ai;rd- t han IF. awrs -t th-

tkhr erl~ t''n es eI" r- t r, e !'i I? r"',-1t h'r-a d Drc.e H

di-ffer-Ence inrrea=ses, *hz Air Force canr. dec rease its T tL!A inoreasainc a ic- t ELK

advntaie f the lacebid --omoetitioc-n effect.,. FBA- subsidizinci the hiciqher cs

tr-s azt an c-reater ra-te (como-iared to San REF -contract).1 the Air r orce forces th,-e



TABLE 5.11

OPTIMAL SHARE RATES

5% MH 73.5%

10% MH 39.5%

15% MH 28.1%

20% MH 21.4%
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TABLE 5.12

OPTIMAL SHARE RATES BY PROJECT TYPE

PROJECT TYPE

2.oo 200 .Do 4oo 500 600 700 800 Total

FFI (5% MH)

IFB 68.3 64.0 68.7 59.4 43.2 66.2 63.1 75.2 66.5

8(d) 75.1 73.9 85.3 76.9 84.4 67.3 66.9 86.4 75.7

Total 73.4 71.9 76.3 69.6 64.7 67.1 65.8 83.3 73.1

FPI (10% MH)

IFB 36.2 34.7 34.1 26.7 20.0 33.7 29.0 44.9 34.9

8(d) 41.0 39.8 43.7 46.2 48.6 34.4 33.3 50.5 41.3

Total 39.7 38.8 38.5 38.1 34.9 34.2 32.0 48.9 39.5

FPI (15% MH)

IFB 26.7 24.7 22.1 18.1 16.1 22.5 20.1 34.5 25.2

8(d) 28.9 28.5 28.5 30.7 37.0 23.3 24.5 36.5 30.7

Total 28.3 27.7 25.0 25.5 27.0 23.1 23.3 35.9 29.1

FPI (20% MH)

IFB 21.1 18.5 16.1 13.2 13.1 16.8 14.7 23.7 19.2

8(d) 21.6 21.8 20.8 22.4 34.6 17.4 17.3 28.5 22.2

Total 21.5 21.1 18.2 18.6 24.3 17.3 16.6 27.1 21.4

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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low.,er cos-t firms to reduce their bids to maintain their ed-ge ov~er. tke high cnost

fra-7 1-1der a 5 percent moral hazard rate, the optimal -hare rate for this

oroject, tuc!;e is= a very. hicih 86.4 Percent under an &(d, awjard. This prolect typ;e

also has the highest level of share rates over- 90 percnt compared to other

pro ~ect ty=pes.

The utilities amnd enercgy, reseamrch and development,. and medical facilities

nave the hicihest optimi-al share rates compared to other project. tyces under 2(d)

away c The=sare rates aooroacn a mean value of 85 ercent. Theseoret

ten* 'rc- more complex, construction and relativ'elu_ hiqher rhnr

.rcootncrr re-uirem. en~ts than other- procots. 5kW, contract awarrd= fcn- the

me~dc-- ard the *tiiities= and energy-_ projects. have the highest and second hieh-est,

dif arecre in bids "as snown-- in the coefficient of' va-riatin. 14.7-- and 13 .48:

parce-t roa=Pectivelu)~. On the other hand, the medical facilities: oroiects a-warded

uroer an TEEFaar had an optial share rate of only- 43.2 percent. b~i ecause

.... TC al awards had the lowst nfCi-ient or, variation ( .E9 oerernt f

roet, tapes... 8(d)) Cnes l FS wad for resear-ch and devel'oment
an h 4~ -nc Cr~r-jui vrcu'- r ha, abo-ve -,e--g ,.-:e'n~r, rot re rates=

-. ~ ~ l. -:-± - I ' Cfg:CFt of a.Sn in -i mmar, a h

rn e T=C:ce r' I S.e r th Air Force needse highr-~o '"1

F E =-t. -.-=ther-E ,i- te otim-al shamre rate - C'l J a k " !edl.

a~l 5 datai' on how,. the rn'~ At. r 10 ad E

:*cr~ -H aeasns the_ ct.tMai, shr -ate increases_= -- all mon: hzar

-~ ~ F S SERI' zi S Ii F =e =daa t=c eu:rccots . sa. , 2 e-kE

r~s -=±'-'- sa elaiveaa~n= t~ 41 s nrd zzrc~i r.-tA.E *i==

5.3 SIMULATION RESULTS WITH RISK AVERSE FIRMS

in this ==rtaon, assumpe all.1 firms have constant absonlute risk aversion.. w.ith



TABLE 5.13

FIXED PRICE INCENTIVE SAVINGS RATES (5 PERCENT MORAL HAZARD)

Bid5 5<Bid 10 10<Bid : 15 15 < Bid : 20 Bid > 20

IFB 5.n n/a 4.1 4.3 3.7

8(d) 5.4 3.8 3.6 3.8 n/a

.2 < a < .4

IFB 5.6 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.5

8(d) 5.6 4.8 4.5 4.4 3.9

.4 < a < .6

IFB 6.6 5.4 5.5 5.3 4.9

8(d) 6.8 5.3 5.4 5.5 n/a

.6 < a < .8

IFB 7.1 6.4 6.7 n/a n/a

8(d) 7.2 6.9 6.9 6.9 12.1

a > .8

IFB 14.9 12.6 12.4 12.4 n/a

8(d) 15.0 14.5 13.7 11.2 n/a
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TABLE 5.14

FIXED PRICE INCENTIVE SAVINGS RATES (10 PERCENT MORAL HAZARD)

girl< 5< id 5J1 10 < Bid 5 15 15 < Bid < 20 Bid > 20

a < .2

IFB 2.7 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.4

8(d) 2.3 3.1 2.7 2.9 3.2

.2 < a< .4

IFB 2.5 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.3

8(d) 2.5 3.3 3.3 3.6 n/a

.4 <a .6

IFB 6.1 5.0 5.5 6.6 n/a

8(d) 3.8 5.2 5.9 6.8 4.7

.6 < a < .8

IFB 8.3 5.5 6.4 n/a n/a

8(d) 8.4 5.0 6.5 n/a n/a

a > .8

IFB 11.8 12.1 13.1 n/a n/a

8(d) 14.1 15.2 14.9 n/a n/a
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TABLE 5.15

FIXED PRICE INCENTIVE SAVINGS RATES (15 PERCENT MORAL HAZARD)

Bid-< 5 < Bid- :5100 <Bd5_51 < Bd:52 Bid > 20

IFB 1.9 2.5 2.7 2.4 2.1

8(d) 2.1 2.5 2.8 2.9 2.8

.2 < a 5 .4

IFB 2.1 2.7 2.8 2.9 n/a

8(d) 2.4 2.9 2.9 3.1 3.4

.4 < a < .6

IFB 5.2 4.9 5.1 n/a n/a

8(d) 5.3 5.2 5.7 n/a n/a

.6 < a <  .8

IFB 6.2 6.5 n/a n/a n/a

8(d) 6.9 7.1 n/a n/a n/a

a > .8

IFB 9.7 9.5 n/a n/a n/a

8(d) 12.1 12.6 n/a n/a n/a
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TABLE 5.16

FIXED PRICE INCENTIVE SAVINGS RATES (20 PERCENT MORAL HAZARD)

<ir- < 5<Bid 1_1 < Bid 51 15 < Bid 5 20 Bid > 20

a < .2

IFB 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.7

8(d) 1.4 1.7 1.7 2.0 2.4

.2 < a - .4

IFB 2.0 2.3 2.1 2.2 n/a

8(d) 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.1 n/a

.4 < a .6

IFB 4.3 4.4 n/a n/a n/a

8(d) 3.9 3.0 3.1 n/a n/a

.6 < a < .8

IFB 5.6 5.6 n/a n/a n/a

8(d) 5.7 6.3 n/a n/a n/a

a > .8

IFB 10.3 n/a n/a n/a n/a

8(d) 12.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a
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the coefficient of risk aversion derived in Chapter IV C(N = 8.221 x 1ff 7t'. Like the

preceding analy-sis, this section concentrates on the savings and share rates

based on project type, contract award, and geographic. region.

..1WEIGHTED SAYINGS RATES"

The welighted savlncis rattes w-ere higher uinder an assumption that firms are

risk a vers-e. The change tramr. a risk neutral to a risk av~erse accunof ion

increaed SavinciS by- 0.2 p-ercent from present savingsc Under a 5 percent moral

hazard rarte. See Table 5.17 for- the savinigs data. The increased savinqs rates do

not Seem to alter the orev,,icus res' 1 fl th-mt incentiv,-e cojntracts are valuabl-~

sains rates= still range from 6.5 to 10.8 percent. See Table 5.18 for vincic

rateso-= ro~eot type. The medical and the utilities and energy, crocots under the

'3(,d) diirds have the hicthest sa~s
tL tha sain rae are hic~her In all project and contraBct awiard tu-C-es

hnr ,r the risk neutral oa=sp-- Firrns- build a risk o:rem,--um into their bids that

r vs-iwt h, the- riskiness ofr t-, nm-1traot The cuirrent EFcontra-4" pilaSS

im r=k- rn, oontrztnA~r. -Frd nc-lu, de-4-mru rx-"k nr-r''riM tH e

ti titn -': ccnitra c 1 the Fom c tc o ha ~ rm-rthe

-t-:,- Sre' due *r- the- oro'e r-s

ra ct~ V'ni i-i =ha~nci~-.- 4r, -r I,-

-r1,* nlt Lfl ' th d liPFerenoe k.-f'j-,n c r 1 -

T-esa - r '-b '-'-'iX I r, inT. tac h :Ee4>EE

the4 oc t =-ie tr- raaatei ist comenat fc .a .'n

Tr s af-"~ r~es= also diffier b4,- cieoqraohical! regiJon S ee T abl1e 519 Fo ra
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compilation f or wjeighted Sav.'ings by gcographical region. All creographical regions-

reflect higher saving:-s rates with risk aversion.

5.3.3 OPTIMAL SHARE RATES

I no-j exa mine hro.- much optimal ac va=lues differ ~ffirms are assumned to be

risk avers~e See Table 5.70 for- these optimal a '-=1ur- The optimail share rates

increase trom an averaie ehare rate of 745 r rrnprt toc7. under a5percent

moral haza=rd CCCUmtion; due to addinct the ris-k char'pqi eff-ectI t; +.he cimuls;+icr.

The otimald share rates are hig-her in all CroCts. T're a'eracie of- the IFS and

E~ pcecshave much h-Ieher optimal share r.-t, these cateciories than other

orcec t'heT~ imedical an~d the utilities nd enrercv-r proleCn+_ Under the &'c).

contract amLiards have niciner mi-ean optimaSl Share rates- than the averaoie E"'.o

op ti maI sn af-r a Es

TheinreseIn the near optimal u. rates seeRms slicrht. Perh-acs thie variao

otP aXcw__eot ' i~ heze contkrts 1- ro='o. rl' j,- ro u p i=

modest rise.c-

Ater. ~tricbs=er' a.*ion Is 4
ra the c'harci 'r tre -'ho. cr +et

:ttra hr r-tc aznea ;m1ror relativ c tY-- Fi-K. ne'ir'r-l+-ke -- r this -r

ror*Vcr_~' ot ar~ane)fll44 cercent C the r-m~ r, d

e u &C''4r dE c ro~ z. S S raes ircrea S c. _ee In
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5.4 SUMMARY

Tne r~daicn revaledtha the Air, rrrE woar save m--cre ti tD _r

r otatto- iit.r -_conStruIctionr- contrat The Air Force cn reduce_ its=

corr Et ~catmens r mlitruccnstrucft.,o-n poe t isc c- oroct tues.

mntatavl-ardc t-uocs5. and throuohonut all crecraoc'1 -l r-iins In the Unite

Ctts.Svie id not zicqin_,ficantlu. differ zacrocss gieocirachicalz regiocns This=
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means contractin-g officers can use a uniform and universal application of FFI

contracts throucihout the United States.

The simulation results underscore the premises in the McAfee and Mc-iiian

model. Savings rates and the optimal share rates Fall as the number of bidders

rises 'as chovin in the IFS awards compared to 8(d) alwards). Converselu, as moral

hazard rates increase, savings rate= and the optimal share rates decrease.

Finally, if firms are risk averse the savincis rates wvAll rise modestly.

The savincgs ra t es ,= this chaoter vere all positive, but if the Air Force

incurs 2n.-, cos..- to imoiement the FRI contract., this cost could conceabl_ result

in net nec-atiJe savings. The director of the Air Force's Contract Pricin-rq and

Contract Admrinistr-ation Division thought there was little or no cost incr asa to

calculate ac values, administer., or monitor an FPI contract cornoa-d to an FFP

contract Thus, costs for contract administration are believed to be necilicible

(well below r:er-cent). However several DCAA auditors thought an extra 2 percent
C.7,t. .'.'. . ''.J -D~l t as a ma<n-ur e.:, n e t1 u %tv, ,_:._-, n. FF.- 1 ,-,,,o -=-

evertheless, for the kat ma'orit.u of crolects, even w..th , additional

Udt At. relative!,- r'i.-, mcral hasrd rte

teSr nt -ave much sa'.n iavin reduced r, 
t h-

cer rui cSt Fr e:.rS, ie, th e medical f.a+iiities '_,r-de entSr V4,0

,have a savin, :-at of onl1 1.1 ,ercent savins, snder a 2 _c.ent moraw nazanr 1

it.r.ie..v ,ith the Defence Contract Audt Acenc, 1 Jui 1991.
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TABLE 5.17

WEIGHTED MEAN SAVINGS BETWEEN FFP AND FPI CONTRACTS
UNDER A RISK AVERSE ASSUMPTION

MORAL HAZARD RATE PERCENT MEAN SAVINGS

5% 10.8%

10% 8.4%

15% 7.3%

20% 6.4%
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TABLE 5.18

WEIGHTED SAVINGS RATES BY PROJECT TYPE
UNDER A RISK AVERSE ASSUMPTION

PROJECT TYPE

INl 20U 300 00 500 0 700

FPI (5% MH)

IFB 9.5 9.4 8.8 7.7 7.9 8.8 8.1 14.4
8(d) 10.5 10.4 10.3 11.7 12.7 8.1 9.1 15.0

Total 10.2 10.2 9.5 10.1 10.4 8.3 8.8 14.8

FPI (10% MH)

IFB 8.1 7.9 7.7 5.9 5.8 7.0 6.3 11.3
8(d) 9.2 8.7 10.2 9.8 12.2 6.5 7.0 14.7

Total 8.9 8.4 9.4 7.2Z 9.3 6.7 6.8 14.1

FPI (15% MH)

IFB 6.8 6.6 6.3 4.6 4.3 6.7 5.5 11.1
8(d) 8.4 8.1 9.8 9.2 10.9 5.5 6.1 12.5

Total 8.1 7.6 8.3 6.9 7.8 5.7 5.9 12.2

FPI (20% MH)

i1B 5.6 5.5 5.7 3.9 3.2 6.1 5.0 10.2
8(d) 8.0 7.7 9.1 8.4 9.7 5.0 5.8 12.3

Total '(.4 7.2 7.6 6.2 5.3 5.3 5.4 11.8

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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TABLE 5.19

WEIGHTED SAVINGS BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION
UNDER A RISK AVERSE ASSUMPTION

INCENTIVE CONTRACT

REGION 5% MH 10% MH 15% MH 20% MH

New England 11.1 7.4 7.0 5.9

Middle Atlantic 10.8 7.3 5.7 5.4

South Atlantic 10.9 7.4 6.2 5.7

East North Central 10.3 7.3 6.0 5.5

East South Central 10.3 7.3 6.0 5.5

West North Central 10.6 7.4 6.1 5.6

West South Central 10.8 7.4 6.2 5.7

Mountain 10.1 7.0 5.7 4.9

Pacific 9.8 6.6 5.8 4.6
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TABLE 5.20

OPTIMAL SHARE RATES BY PROJECT TYPE UNDER A RISK AVERSE ASSUMPTION

PROJECT TYPE

100 200 300 400 50 600 M.Q Tonta

FPI (5% MH)

IFB 72.9 67.2 74.2 62.0 48.8 70.8 67.3 84.7 71.6

8(d) 78.3 77.5 87.6 79.1 92.1 72.7 70.8 92.3 80.1

Total 76.9 75.4 80.3 72.0 71.3 72.3 69.6 90.2 77.8

FPI (10% MH)

IFB 38.4 34.8 34.3 26.8 26.6 37.8 29.3 43.7 36.5

8(d) 42.4 41.2 47.3 46.5 57.1 36.4 34.2 58.2 43.9

Total 41.3 40.0 40.3 38.3 42.5 36.6 32.8 55.6 41.9

FPI (15% MH)

IFB 28.6 24.9 22.3 18.2 20.2 24.6 20.3 39.6 26.7

8(d) 30.2 29.4 32.1 31.0 45.5 24.8 24.6 42.5 31.5

Total 29.8 28.6 26.8 25.7 33.4 24.8 23.6 41.7 30.1

FPI (20% MH)

IFB 23.8 18.7 16.3 13.3 13.4 17.9 14.8 28.9 20.3

8(d) 22.9 22.4 24.3 22.7 34.9 18.7 18.1 34.8 24.1

Total 23.1 21.6 20.0 18.8 24.6 18.5 17.2 33.1 23.1

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
300 Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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VI. I9ML NTATION OF THE INCENTIVE (XNTRACT

The Air Force should use FPI contracts in its military construction

program. This contract type can result in lower payments for facility

projects. This chapter deals with the issue of how to apply the FFI

contract to the military construction program. First, I select an

implementation scheme to award the FPI contract. Second, I identify the

various actors who are affected by a change to FPI contract use. Third, I

examine some actions the Air Force can take to help ease the

implementation of FFI contracts. Fourth, I investigate different

implications that may result from the use of FPI contracts.

6.1 SELECTING AN FPI CONTRACT AWARD METHOD

In Chapter V, I showed that the use of FPI contracts can save money

on military construction projects. In this section, I examine how the Air

Force can incorporate the use of FPI contracts in its military

construction program. First, I describe various methods to award the FPI

contract. Second, I compare the various contract award methods. Third, I

propose a method that the DoD can use to apply FPI contracts to the Air

Force military construction program.

6.1.1. IMPLEMENTATION METHODS.

In this section, I describe the current FFP contract award method,

and then compare it to various FPI contract award methods. The various

methods in this section differ by their calculation of the a value. I

purposely develop FPI contract options that minimize changes to

regulations, education and training, and cost accounting systems discussed

later. This will make any selected option easier to apply to the current

contract situation.
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6.1.1.1 THE CURRENT FFP CONTRACT AWARD METHOD

Chapter II briefly disoussed how the Air Force puts a construction

project on contract. I now provide a more detailed description of the

major contracting actions undertaken to award a contract. This

description traces the contracting officer's steps from the facility

design to contract modifications. See Figure 6.1 for an outline of how

the contracting officer awards an FFP contract. The contracting officer

normally advertises a construction contract after design completion,

provides bidding information and contract specifications, gathers bids,

and then selects the lowest bidder. The lowest bidder then completes the

project and receives a payment equal to the bid, unless the contracting

officer authorizes a modification to the contract with a payment change to

the firm.

This description of the contract process focuses on the actual

constriction activities after the civil engineers receive the completed

facility design. These designs can come from either the government or

private firms. The civil engineers use this design as the basis for

detailed contract specifications that the bidders use to bid on the

contract. The government contracting officer provides the complete design

to the winning bidder. The completion of designs normally takes an

architect (government or private firm) from six to twelve months.

The appropriate contracting officer (Air Force, COE, or NAVFAC)

meets with civil engineering officials, comptroller, Air Force facility

user, logistics, judge advocate general, safety, and other personnel after

the completion of the facility design to develop a comprehensive

construction contract strategy to complete the project, which includes a

decision on the contract type. Assuming the group agrees on using an FF1

contract, the contracting officer must develop bidding instructions and

contract specifications developed from the designs. This process takes

about two months.
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FIGURE 6.1

CURRENT FFP CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS

COE NAVFAC OR USAF CONTRACTING
OFFICER PREPARES BID REPORTING

AND CONTRACT SPECIFICAtIONS. USAF
USER REPRESENTATION INVOLVED IN ALL
AREAS OF CONTRACTING. (2 MONTHS)

CONTRACTING OFFICER EVALUATES PROJECT
BASED ON COSTS. IF PROJECT QUALIFIES

FOR A SMALL BUSINESS SET ASIDE
SBA FINDS QUALIFIED FIRMS TO BID.

(2 WEEKS)

CONTRACTING OFFICER ADVERTISES THE
CONTRACT (IFB). IF NOT, SBA NOTIFIES

QUALIFIED BIDDERS. (1 MONTH)

CONTRACTING OFFICER RELEASES BID
PACKAGES. REQUESTS BIDDERS TO SUBMIT

BIDS (45 DAYS)I
CONTRACTING OFFICER PUBLICALLY

OPENS BIDS AND SELECTS LOWEST BID.
(1 DAY)

WINNING BIDDER COMPLETES PROJECT.

WINNING BIDDER SUBMITS PERIODIC
REQUESTS FOR PROGRESS PAYMENTS.I

DCAA, UNDER SOME CASES, CAN AUDIT
FIRM COSTS.

CONTRACTING OFFICER APPROVES
PAYMENT. (MAY TAKE UP TO 1 YEAR)I
CONTRACTING OFFICER NEGOTIATES

MODIFICATIONS WITH FIRM
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The contracting officer uses the estimated cost and technical

specifications to determine if the project is a candidate for a small and

disadvantaged business set aside. If the contract has an estimated value

of $2 million or less, it is a candidate for a small business award. The

Air Force, Navy or Army can award the contract by IFB instead of competing

the contract through the SBA if no small, disadvantaged business is found

qualified to bid. The SBA is the final authority to determine whether the

contract is awarded by IEB, 8(d), or 8(a) action. The determination to

award the contract to a small and disadvantaged business takes about two

weeks.

The contracting officer then advertises the contract work. This is

not a solicitation for bids, only a notification of a potential contract

award and where a firm can get the actual bidding instructions. If the

SBA awards the contract, the SBA selects and qualifies potential bidders.

The bid advertisement takes one month.

The contracting officer then releases detailed bidding instructions,

contract specifications, and other information to potential bidders

starting on a publicized date. Contracting officers normally provide 45

days after the release of bidding instructions for firms to submit a bid.

After the contracting officer receives all bids, he publicly opens

the bids and selects the lowest bid on a predetermined date using a first

price sealed bid auction. This takes one day. However, the contracting

officer can re-compete the contract if the lowest bid is greater than 110

percent of the government cost estimate even if the contract is awarded by

IFB or competed among a pool of SBA identified small and disadvantaged

firms.

After the contracting officer awards the contract, the winning firm

has 75 to 120 days to start work depending on the contract specification.

The firm can request progress payments. The contracting officer

normally contacts the on-site government civil engineers to ensure that

the firm has completed work appropriate to the progress payment. This

provides an indicator for the contracting officer to determine if the firm

is overrunning or underrunning the bid. If the contracting officer

determines that the firm may overrun its bid, this indicates a potential
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for a contract default. 1 The contracting officer may need to find a new

firm to complete the project which delays facility occupancy.

After the firm completes the facility, the Air Force (and COE or

NAVFAC) civil engineers, user, and quality control officers nispect the

facility. If they find problems with the construction caused by the firm,

the contracting officer can require the firm to fix the problems before he

authorizes final payment to the firm. If the firm disagrees with the

contracting officer, it can ask for a hearing with the contracting

officer. The firm can appeal the contracting officer's decision to a

federal court. An Air Force contracting officer, with 30 years of

construction related contracting experience, estimated that the government

normally takes up to one year to settle final payments with a firm.2

The DCAA can audit the firm's cost if the contracting officer

suspects fraud or erroneous cost calculations used for progress payments.

The contracting officer also requests the DCAA to adit a firm's use of

Air Force furnished equipment.

Throughout the life of the contract, the contracting officer has the

ability to change the contract. The contracting officer may need to add a

specification, delete a requirement, or make other changes. Normally, the

contracting officer directly negotiates these changes with the firm. The

civil engineers assess the firm's cost proposals for contract

modifications. The contracting officer also could advertise a new

contract (IFB or 8(d)) award for the change. According to the COE and

NAVFAC, the majority of modifications involves changes that do not affect

construction costs. 3

1. Interview with several construction contracting officers
and civil engineers from the Directorate of Civil Engineering
at Los Angeles AFB, 28 Feb 1992.
2. Interview with the contracting management section from the Directorate
of Civil Engineering at Los Angeles AFB, CA, 28 Feb 1992.
3. Interview with the Director, Air Force Contract
Administration Division, the Corps of Engineer's Director of
Contract Management, and the Navy Facility and Engineering
Command's Director of Contract Policy, 21 Feb 1992.
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6.1.1.2 THE CURRENT FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCEDURE BASED ON THE FAR.

I use inputs from military construction contracting officers to show

how they prohe.hly would award an FPI contract under the FAR today. FPI

contracts are not used for military construction proJects today. The DoD

and NASA developed a joint Incentive Contracting Guide that provides such

guidance for FFI contracts. Unfortunately, this guide assumes the Air

Force awards a contract based on responses from the contracting officer's

request for proposals from industry. This entails technical and cost

evaluations. 4  The award of a military construction contract does not use

these methods. Interviewed contracting officials said that they would

slightly modify the procedures in the Incentive Contracting Guide since

the contracting officer does not use technical evaluations as a part of

military construction contract awards (except in design work).5

See Figure 6.2 for a detailed illustration of this method. This

hypothetical method follows the current FE? method prior to the

contracting officer's release of the bid packages. These bid packages

include contract specifications, bid instructions, and a contracting

officer determined a. An Air Force contracting official said that the

selection of an a value would come from an arbitrary calculation from the

individual contracting officer.

The contracting officer requests bidders to submit their bids. The

contracting officer then selects the lowest bid and awards that firm the

contract. The contracting officer informs the firm that the contract

payments will not exceed a price ceiling (normally the bidgeted amount for

the project approved by the Congress) for the contract. This price

ceiling establishes a dollar spending level that, the federal government

will not exceed. If the firm's costs exceed this price ceiling, it

receives no further payment. This makes the contract "fixed" and the

4. See Department of the Air Force 1969(a), AFP 70-1-5 Incentive
Contract uid, p. 55.
5. Interview with the Director, Air Force Contract
Administration Division, the Army's Director of Contract
Management, and the Navy's Director of Contract Policy, 21 Feb
1992.
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share rate becomes 0 for the government at this point. The firm must pay

for all costs above the price ceiling with no sharing of the overrun with

the government. The firm then starts construction not later than the

official start date indicated in the contract.

The firm can request progress payments like the FFF case during the

contract. The firm also must submit justification (i.e., billings) for

its payments.

After the firm completes the contract work, it submits all billings

to the DCAA. The DCAA audits the billings to ensure the firm properly

charges direct costs (labor and materials) and indirect costs (capital

depreciation) to the contract. The contracting officer then uses the DCAA

audited costs to determine the final payment to the firm.

The contracting officer also considers contract modifications during

and after the contract's life like the FFP contract award. The firm or

the contracting officer can request a modification of the contract at any

time. These modifications can include changes in building specifications,

completion dates, and other contract requirements.

6. 1.1.3 THE MCAFEE AND MCMILLAN FPI CONTRACT PROCESS

The McAfee and McMillan FPI contract process differs from the

current FPI approach. Under the McAfee and McMillan FPI model, the

contracting officer knows the number of bidders, the values of ch and cl,

expected cost distribution, firm risk aversion, and moral hazard rate ex

ante. See Figire 6.3. From this information, the contracting officer

calculates an optimal a and the expected contract payment. This model was

developed to show the superiority of FI contracts, in certain cases, to

FFP or CPFF contracts. The model simulation results do show cost savings,

and supports the contention of the authors to recommend the use of

incentive contracts by the federal government. 6

If the contracting officer uses this approach, he can then advertise

the contract to the public. The contracting officer also makes bid

6. See McAfee and McMillan 1985(b), Incentives in Government
Contracting, p. 5.1.
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instructions, contract specifications, and the optimal a available to the

firms.

The firm calculates an appropriate bid for the contract. These

firms submit a sealed bid that the contracting officer opens in public at

the appointed time and place according to the bid instructions. The

contracting officer then selects the lowest bid from the pool of bidders

and selects the firm with the lowest bid. The contracting officer and

successful firm then sign the contract. The firm then starts work on the

contract.

After the firm completes the contract, McAfee and McMillan propose

that auditors randomly select firms to audit actual costs like the

Internal Revenue Service does for income tax returns. Only a few

contracts would undergo a detailed cost audit. The DCAA may institute

certain tests that may identify potentially fraudulent cost reports. This

reduces auditing costs. If the DCAA finds fraud, the federal government

should vigorously prosecute the firm. This acts as an example to other

firms that if they cheat on cost billings they will get prosecuted. The

contracting officer can make the total payment to the firm once it

receives the billings and determines a proper payment.

6.1. 1.4 PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING A SINGLE a FOR EACH
PRO)JECT TYPE

The Air Force can modify its current FPI contract apprcach fairly

easily to accommodate the use of a single a for each project and contract

award type. Instead of arbitrarily determining a value-, the contracting

officers can use the simulation results from the McAfee and McMillan model

to determine what optimal share rate, by project type, minimizes payments

for contracts in a particular project type. See Figure 6.4 for a diagram

of this approach. This approach represents an attempt to maximize savings

by using a single optimal a value for an entire project type.. The

contracting officer then uses this single a value for bid solicitation.

See Table 6.1 for a list of sixteen a values (eight project types under

IFB and 8(d) awards) that a contracting officer would use.
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FIGURE 6.2

THE CURRENT FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS

COE, NAVFAC OR USAF CONTRACTING
OFFICER PREPARES BID, REPORTING

AND CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS. USAF
USER REPRESENTATION INVOLVED IN ALL
AREAS OF CONTRACTING. (2 MONTHS)

I
CONTRACTING OFFICER EVALUATES PROJECT
BASED ON COSTS. IF PROJECT QUALIFIES

FOR A SMALL BUSINESS SET ASIDE
SBA FINDS QUALIFIED FIRMS TO BIb.

(2 WEEKS)

CONTRACTING OFFICER ADVERTISES THE
CONTRACT (IF IFB). IF NOT SBA

NOTIFIES QUALIFIED BIDDERS. (i MONTH)

I
CONTRACTING OFFICER DETERMINES a

(ARBITRARILY) (1 WEEK)

CONTRACTING OFFICER RELEASES BID
PACKAGES AND a. REQUESTS BIDDERS TO

SUBMIT BIDS (45 DAYS).I
CONTRACTING OFFICER PUBLICALLY

OPENS BIDS AND SELECrTS LOW BID(l DAY)I
BIDDER COMPLETES PROJECT.

WINNING BIDDER SUBMITS PERIODIC
COST DATA FOR PROGRESS PAYMENTS.

DCAA AUDITS COSTS TO DETERMINE FINAL
COSTS. (1 MONTH)I

CONTRACTING OFFICER APPROVES
PAYMENT. (MAY TAKE UP TO 1 YEAR)

CONTRACTING OFFICER NEGOTIATES
WITH FIRM FOR MODIFICATIONS.
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FIGURE 6.3

MCAFEE AND MCMILLLAN FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS

CONTRACTING OFFICER KNOWS # OF BIDS,
COST DISTRIBUTION, AND ho EX ANTE.'I

CONTRACTING OFFICER EVALUATES PROJECT
BASED ON ABOVE DATA. CALCULATES

ESTIMATED PAYMENT AND a.I
CONTRACTING OFFICER RELEASES a BID
INFORMATION, CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONSI

BIDDERS BID ON PROJECTI
CONTRACTING OFFICER PUBLICALLY

OPENS BIDS AND SELECTS LOWEST BID.I
BIDDER COMPLETES PROJECT

I
DCAA RANDOMLY AUDITS COSTS TO

DETERMINE FINAL COSTS.

CONTRACTING OFFICER APPROVES
PAYMENT.

NO ESTIMATES OF TIME TO COMPLETE ACTIVITIES AVAILABLE.
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FIGURE 6.4

PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING SINGLE a FOR EACH PROJECT
TYPE

COE, NAVFAC OR USAF CONTRACTING
OFFICER PREPrARES BIDt REPORTING

AND CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS. USAF
USER REPRESENTATION INVOLVED IN ALL
AREAS OF CONTRACTING. (2 MONTHS)I

CONTRACTING OFFICER EVALUATES PROJECT
BASED ON COSTS. IF PROJECT QUALIFIES

FOR A SMALL BUSINESS SET ASIDE
SBA FINDS QUALIFIED FIRMS. (2 WEEkS)I

CONTRACTING OFFICER USES SINGLE
THAT MAXIMIZES SAVINGS FOR FACILITY
CONTRACTS BY PROJECT TYPE (1 WEEK)

I
CONTRACTING OFFICER RELEASES BID

PACKAGES AND a. REQUESTS BIDDERS TO
SUBMIT BID (45 DAYS).

CONTRACTING OFFICER PUBLICALLY OPENS
BIDS AND SELECTS LOW BID (I DAY)

WINNING BIDDER SUBMITS PERIODIC
REQUEST FOR PROGRESS PAYMENTS.

I
DCAA AUDITS COSTS TO DETERMINE FINAL

COSTS. (1 MONTH)I
CONTRACTING OFFICER APPROVES

PAYMENT. (MAY TAKE UP TO 1 YEAR)

I
CONTRACTING OFFICER NEGOTIATES

WITH FIRM FOR MODIFICATIONS.
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TABLE 6.1

OPTIMAL SHARE RATES (5% MORAL HAZARD RATE)

PROJECT TYPE

1As 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

OPTTMAT, a BY
PROJECT TYPE

IFB 69.6 65.2 70.0 60.5 43.9 67.5 64.3 76.7

8(d) 76.5 75.3 86.9 78.3 36.0 68.6 68.2 88.0

MEAN a BY

PROJECT TYPE

IFB 68.3 64.0 68.7 59.4 43.2 66.2 63.1 75.2

8(d) 75.1 73.9 85.3 76.9 84.4 67.3 66.9 86.4

PROJECT TYPE

100 Operational Facilities
200 Maintenance & Logistics Repair Facilities
30( Research & Development Facilities
400 Warehouse & Storage Facilities
500 Medical Facilities
600 Administrative & Computer Facilities
700 Living & Personnel Support Facilities
800 Utilities & Energy Projects
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The contracting officer also can modify this approach to include

other characteristics. For example, the contracting officers can expand

this proposal to use geographic regions. The rest of the proposed process

mirrors the current FPI contract method under the FAR.

The contracting officer uses a values from historical data to

estimate an optimal contract strategy. The contracting officer does not

have to consider expected costs, number of bidders, or other

considerations. He only views project types, or other characteristics, as

the most important factor for contract strategy to use the appropriate a.

This method is fairly easy to implement since I have already

calculated the optimal a values for the military construction program

using the McAfee and McMillan model. Additionally, the method includes a

rather simple approach of segregating military construction contracts by

project type and contract award type.

6. 1. 1.5 PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING THE AVERAGE a FOR EACH
PROJECT TYPE

In this approach, the government uses the mean of the individually

determined a values, by project type and contract award, from the

simulation results. See Figure 6.5 for an outline of the approach. This

approach is similar to the above method, but the share rates do not

optimize savings by project type. The mean share rate represents an

average of individual share rates that optimize their respective projects.

The contracting officer uses the mean a value for each project type under

each contract award. This allows the contracting officer to use a single

a value for each project. type depending on whether the contracting- officer

uses an IFB or 8(d) contract award, rather than individually determining

each.

Like the previous method, the contracting officer receives a list of

share rates for each project type by IFB and 8(d) contract award. See

Table 6.1 for a representation of these values under the two proposals

that the contracting officer would receive if the Air Force implements

either proposal.
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FIGURE 6.5

PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING PROJECT TYPE AVERAGE a

CONTRACTING OFFICER PREPARES BID
AND CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS. USAF
USER REPRESENTATION INVOLVED IN ALL
AREAS OF CONTRACTING. (2 MONTHS)

I
CONTRACTING OFFICER EVALUATES PROJECT
BASED ON COSTS. IF PROJECT QUALIFIES
FOR A SMALL BUSINESS SET ASIDE SBA

FINDS QUALIFIED FIRMS. (2 WEtKS)

I
CONTRACTING OFFICER ADVERTISES THE
CONTRACT IF IFB). IF NOT, SBA

NOTIFIES QUALIFI ED BIDDERS (1 MONTH)I
CONTRACTING OFFICER USES MEAN a RATE

BASED ON PROJECT TYPE (1 WEEK)

CONTRACTING OFFICER RELEASES BID

PACKAGES AND a. REQUESTS BIDDERS TO
SUBMIT BIDS (45 DAYS).I

CONTRACTING OFFICER PUBLICALLY OPENSI
BIDS AND SELECTS LOW BID. (1 DAY)

I
BIDDER COMPLETES PROJECT

WINNING BIDDER SUBMITS PERIODIC
COST DATA FOR PROGRESS PAYMENTS.

I
DCAA AUDITS COSTS TO DETERMINE FINAL

COSTS. (1 MONTH)

I
CONTRACTING OFFICER APPROVES

PAYMENT. (MAY TAKE UP TO 1 YEAR)

I
CONTRACTING OFFICER NEGOTIATES

WITH FIRM FOR MODIFICATIONS.
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6.1.1.6 PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING INDIVIDUALLY CALCULATED
a PROJECTIONS

The contracting officer also can calculate individual a values for

each project. See Figure 6.6 for more details. The contracting officer

calculates an individual a value for each project. The contracting

officer needs to estimate the number of bidders, moral hazard rate, risk

aversion, and the range of expected costs (needs estimated ch and ci

values, I retain the assumption of a uniform expected cost distribution).

This proposal is similar to the McAfee and McMillan method, but it relies

on estimated information. The contracting officer then calculates the

optimal a value and T based on these estimates.

A contracting officer can estimate the number of bidders. When the

contracting officer advertises the potential contract, he can count the

number of inquiries about bid information, which provides an estimate of

the number of bidders. The advertisement also might request any potential

bidders to contact the contracting officer for more details if the award

is an IFB award (an 8(d) award allows the SBA contracting officers to set

the number of bidders). This allows the contracting officer to determine

how many serious bidders might compete for the contract. The contracting

officer also could use historical data to establish how many bidders

normally bid on particular military construction contracts.

The contracting officer's most difficult task involves estimating ch

and ci. The Air Force already estimates a single project cost. Perhaps

the CCNAS cost model might provide an upper and lower estimate that can

act as a basis to estimate Ch and ci.

The Air Force can create a computer program that allows the

contracting officer to calculate the optimal a value. This program could

allow the contracting officer to input the number of bidders, Ch, ci,

moral hazard rate, and a risk aversion measure. The computer program can

reduce a contracting officer's chance of erroneously calculating a by

hand. It also allows the contracting officer to perform a sensitivity

analysis by varying values for the number of bidders, costs, moral hazard,

and the risk aversion measure.
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FIGURE 6.6

PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING INDIVIDUALLY CALCULATED R PATES

COE NAVFAC OR USAF CONTRACTING
OFFICER PREPARES BID REPORTING

AND CONTRACT SPECIFICAtIONS. USAF
USER REPRESENTATION INVOLVED IN ALL
AREAS OF CONTRACTING. (2 MONTHS)I

CONTRACTING OFFICER EVALUATES PROJECT
BASED ON COSTS. IF PROJECT QUALIFIES
FOR A SMALL BUSINESS SET ASIDE SBA

FINDS QUALIFIED FIRMS. (2 WEEKS)

I
CONTRACTING OFFICER ADVERTISES THE
CONTRACT IF IFB). IF NOT SBA

NOTIFIES QUALIFIED BIDDERS. (i MONTH)

CONTRACTING OFFICER GATHERS RELEVANT
HISTORICAL DATA. USES ESTIMATED VALUE
FOR NUMBER OF BIDDERS Ch and ci BASED

TO CALCULATE OPTIMAL a. (1 MONTH)I
f CONTRACTING OFFICER RELEASES BID
PACKAGES AND a. REQUESTS BIDDERS TO

SUBMIT BIDS (45 DAYS).

CONTRACTING OFFICER PUBLICALLY
OPENS BIDS AND SELECTS LOW BID (1DAY)

I

BIDDER COMPLETES PROJECT

S WINNING BIDDER SUBMITS PERIODIC
REQUEST FOR PROGRESS PAYMENTS.

COSTS. (1 MONTH)I
CONTRACTING OFFICER APPROVES

PAYMENT. (MAY TAKE UP TO 1 YEAR)

I
CONTRACTING OFFICER NEGOTIATES
WITH FIRMS FOR MODIFICATIONS.
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FIGURE 6.7

PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING A MENU OF CONTRACTS

CONTRACTING OFFICER PREPARES BID
AND CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS. USAF
USER REPRESENTATION INVOLVED IN ALL
AREAS OF CONTRACTING. (2 MONTHS)

CONTRACTING OFFICER EVALUATES PROJECT
BASED ON COSTS. IF PROJECT QUALIFIES
FOR A SMALL BUSINESS SET ASIDE SBA

FINDS QUALIFIED FIRMS. (2 WEtKS)

I
CONTRACTING OFFICER ADVERTISES THE 1
CONTRACT (IF IFB). IF NOT SBA

NOTIFIES QUALIFIED BIDDERS. (i MONTH)I
CONTRACTING OFFICER ESIMATES THE

# OF BIDDERS BASED ON INQUIRIES AND
HISTORICAL DATA. USES A RANGE FOR Ch

and cl TO CALCULATE a VALUES.
(1 MONTH)

CONTRACTING OFFICER RELEASES BID
PACKAGES AND MENU OF FPI CONTRACTS.

BIDDERS BIDS BASED (45 DAYS)I
CONTRACTING OFFICER PUBLICALLY

OPENS BIDS AND SELECTS BIDDER BASED
ON EXPECTED PAYMENT (1 DAY)

I

I
DCAA AUDITS COSTS TO DETERMINE FINALI

COSTS. (1 MONTH)

CONTRACTING OFFICER APPROVES
PAYMENT. (MAY TAKE UP TO 1 YEAR)

CONTRACTING OFFICER NEGOTIATES
WITH FIRM FOR MODIFICATIONS.
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TABLE 6.2

CRITERIA TO SELECT AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

- Level of savings the Air Force realizes under each
implementation plan.

- How many and what types of changes are required from
the current contracting process to the proposed FPI
implementation process.

-- legal (regulations and law)
-- procedural
-- education/training

- Cost to implement proposal.

- Time to implement proposal.

- Effect on private firms.
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The remainder of the process is similar to the current FPI contract

based on the FAR. The contracting officer uses the individual a instead

of the arbitrary a value.

6.1.1.7 PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING A MENU OF CONTRACTS

A contracting officer also might calculate several potential a

values to use on the project and allow a bidder to bid based on his

selected a from the contract menu. See Figure 6.7 for an outline of this

proposal. This proposal allows the bidder some freedom of selection.

The government requires additional work to find the best array of a

values that optimize its payments. The contracting officer can estimate

values for ci, Ch, the number of bidders, moral hazard and risk aversion.

A contracting officer might use this information to calculate the optimal

a and expected contract payments, if additional theory were worked out.

The bidder with the lowest expected payment wins the award. The

contracting officer can calculate the expected payment using equation (52)

in Chapter IV, and the additional theory that must be developed. The

contracting officer must use the estimated costs, number of bidders

bidding on the specific option, the a for the option, and the moral hazard

rate. The contracting officer uses the minimum and maximum bids to re-

calculate ch and ci by u.sing equation (51) in Chapter IV. The contracting

officer needs at least two firms to estimate these values, otherwise he

must use the pre-bid government cost estimates. It. could turn out to be,

of course, that the optimal menu of a's is in fact a single a.

The contracting officer authorizes progress payments, requests cost

audits, and negotiates modifications like the previous methods.

6. 1.2 AN EVALUATION OF FPI IMPLEMENTATION APPROACHES

In this section, I discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each

contract implementation proposal in order to apply the FPI contract for

the military construction program. I use the criteria in Table 6.2 to

compare each alternative. I then subjectively rank the implementation
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contract award methods based on their relative standings using the

criteria in Table 6.2. I then select the best method to award the FPI

contract for the Air Force's military construction program.

6.1.2.1. THE CURRENT FFP CONTRACT AWARD METHOD

This option requires no changes to the present military construction

contracting activities. The federal government has documented the FFP

contract award process in the FAR and it has extensively used this

contract throughout the federal government. The federal government does

not need to change any regulations, policies, procedures, training

programs, or contracting directives if the Air Force decides to continue

the use of FFP contracts. Additionally, the Air Force does not incur

additional costs (other than the lost opportunity cost of the savings from

using FPI contracts) or time to implement the program. The contracting

officer does not have to calculate an optimal a value and the DCAA does

not need to conduct. extensive cost auditing. Private firms and the AGC

would like this option; they support the continued use of the FFP contract

(although, perhaps they underestimate the benefits of risk sharing). Many

interviewed contracting officers also prefer this option since they do not

have to learn a new contracting technique. However, they did say that

they would accept and apply the FPI contract in military construction if

the Air Force changed contracting policies.

Without changed policies, the Air Force will forego the possible

savings from using FPI contracts. As the preceding chapters have shown,

the Air Force should implement the FPI contract due to its level of

savings. The savings of up to 10.6 percent in the military construction

program seems too lucrative to bypass.

6.1.2.2 THE CURRENT FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCEDURE BASED ON THE FAR.

This method uses an FFI contract, however, one does not know how

much the Air Force will save relative to the FE contract. Since the

contracting officers arbitrarily select a project a value, the savings
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rates are probably less than the results from the McAfee and McMillan

model, and could be negative, if the a chosen leads to worse results than

a = 0, the FFP level.

The current FPI contract award process has several advantages. This

approach follows the present FAR and service contracting procedures.

Therefore, the government does not need to change many policies,

regulations, or laws. Contracting officers within the DoD (but not

military construction contracting officers) are familiar with the

procedure and may feel more comfortable with this process. The military

construction contracting officers could ask for advice from contracting

officers that use FPI contracts to implement this proposal. The

contracting officers also may need refresher classes to ensure they are

familiar with the FPI contract.

This process, in the opinion of these contracting officers, follows

the general FAR guidelines for the FPI contracts. These contracting

officers did admit that they probably would have to draft some

instructions to base level contracting officers to implement this

contract. They do think base level contracting officers can apply this

FPI contract method to military construction projects.

This proposal would take one of the shortest time periods relative

to the other proposals to implement in the federal government. This

contract award method follows the current FAR with little modification.

Unfortunately, this contract approach has some drawbacks. The

biggest problem involves the selection of the share rate. The contracting

officer calculates a based on an arbitrary decision. Contracting

officials frequently mentioned that they had witnessed contracting

officers awarding FF1 contracts on weapon systems using an arbitrary share

rate based on historical precedent. The selected a will result in a less

than optimal payment for the Air Force.

This method also entails some additional expense. The major cost to

implement this proposal involves the use of the DCAA to audit all FFI

contract costs. The Air Force also might incur some delay in applying the

FPI contract as the contracting officers improve their ability to award

FPI contracts. This delay may affect other contracting activities as the
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contracting officers concentrate on learning about the FPI contracts.

However, this is a one time start-up cost.

If firms are risk neutral, they would oppose the use of FPI

contracts since it reduces their profits. See Appendix 6. 1 for a more

detailed discussion.

6.1.2.3. THE MCAFEE AND MCMILLAN FPI CONTRACT PROCESS

The assumptions behind the formal McAfee and McMillan model are at

variance with reality, therefore it cannot be precisely implemented as it

stands.

There are several disadvantages to using this model approach as a

practical option. See Table 6.3 for a list of how the McAfee and McMillan

model differs from reality and the current FAR procedures. Although the

McAfee and McMillan model can calculate an optimal a, this model assumes

that a contracting officer knows much detailed information about the

bidders and their bids ex ante. This assumption is unrealistic since

contracting officers cannot know all these parameters for a practical

application of this model. I use the model results only to determine if

the Air Force should use FPI contracts in its military construction

program (I use ex post data for the calculations). The actual application

and administration of the FPI contracts involve further considerations.

The contracting officer also cannot use the McAfee and McMillan

model in its present form unless he applies it in conjunction with certain

contracting actions found in the FAR. In addition, McAfee and McMillan

make no mention about certain contracting actions. The model does not

consider warranties (that affect payments in the current system), small

business set asides, contract modifications, and progress payments. For

example, the McAfee and McMillan model assumes the firm builds the project

and collects the final payment after project completion. The contracting

officer normally makes final payments to the firm when all discrepancies

concerning the facility are settled (e.g., facility meets contract

specifications). The Air Force would require a waiver from the FAR by the
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TABLE 6.3

HOW MCAFEE AND MCMILLAN DIFFER FROM CONTRACTING REALITY

- All information known ex ante.

- No provision for price ceilings.

- No provision for contract modifications.

- All contracts awarded IFB. No provision for 8(d) awards.

- McAfee and McMillan use random cost audits for FPI contracts.

- Payments, under McAfee and McMillan, are made immediately after
completion of construction. Under the FAR, the government normally
requires a warranty for construction work and ties payment to the end
of the warranty period.

- Progress payments not considered.
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Congress to eliminate this requirement.

6.1.2.4 PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING A SINGLE a FOR EACH
PROJECT TYPE

This proposal has a slightly lower calculated savings rate than that

calculated under the McAfee and McMillan model approach assuming it could

be precisely applied. These savings fall from 10.6 percent to 10.1

percent. These payment reductions still offer the government significant

savings. This proposed FPI contract award process includes similar

contracting actions to the current FFI approach described in Section

6.1.2.2. These two FPI contract proposals take similar approaches to

reduce implementation problems.

Since some contracting officers use historical precedent for their

selection of a, they should not oppose the use of a values calculated from

this historical military construction data like this proposal.

The major disadvantage of this method involves the use of a single a

value for an entire project type. The optimal a for an individual project

may be quite different from the simple value that optimizes over the

project type. The contracting officer only has eight project types to

choose an a and two contract award types. The use of an average a value

may lead to some loss in optimality in regard to savings for individual

projects.

6.1.2.5 PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING THE AVERAGE a FOR EACH
PROJECT TYPE

This proposal is very similar to the proposal that uses the single a

that minimizes the Air Force's payments by project type. The only

difference involves the contracting officer's calculation of the a value.

The contracting officer uses the average of the individually calculated a

values from the simulation in this proposal. Of course, the use of the

average value will not optimize the savings for the project type. Even

though the a values in this proposal do provide savings to the government,

they should in general, not produce as high a rate of savings as the
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individually determined a value proposals (the savings average about 9.7

percent).

6.1.2.6. PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING INDIVIDUALLY
CALCUIATED a PROJECTIONS.

This approach involves contracting officers calculating individual a

values for each project (like the McAfee and McMillan model). Instead of

using an arbitrary, historical, or average a value, the contracting

officer collects data and estimates an optimal a. This allows a

contracting officer to tailor an a value for a particular contract

situation based on his assumptions regarding expected costs, number of

bidders, moral hazard, or risk aversion measure.

The contracting officer also has the option to calculate various a

values by merely inputting different parameter values into the computer

program. This allows him to conduct sensitivity analyses and adjust his

estimates.

This approach applies the spirit of the McAfee and McMillan model to

the FAR procedures using current contracting procedures. This can reduce

the cost and time to implement the proposal. Additionally, the Air Force

minimizes many changes to the contracting system in implementing this

proposal. This proposal does incur an additional cost of developing the

appropriate software and computer systems to allow contracting officers to

estimate the a value. The software should not involve a very large

initial or operating expense. 7

A problem with this approach includes the use of contracting officer

assumptions involving the expected cost range and number of bidders. The

estimate of the range between expected costs is crucial to the computed

optimal a value. If the Air Force can develop a reasonable estimate of

these costs, the problem becomes easier.

7. Interview with the Director, Air Force Contract Administration
Division, 11 Mar 1992.
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6.1.2.7. PROPOSED FPI CONTRACT AWARD PROCESS USING A MEU OF CONTRACTS

This proposed method has many characteristics like the current FPI

contract award method in Section 6.1.2.2. The contracting officer needs

to calculate appropriate a values. However, the Air Force needs to modify

the FAR to allow it to offer a menu of contract options. Regulations

should include how the contracting officer selects a values and how he

will choose the bid that minimizes the government's expected contract

payme-.t (selects tne lowest bidder). This may entail much time to study

the legal, contracting, and cost ramifications of this option.

Under this proposal, savings could equal the theoretical McAfee and

McMillan contract award method. Unless the contracting officer carefully

selects a values, the Air Force may have lower relative savings. The

contracting officer could select an optimal a equal to the theoretical

McAfee and McMillan contract award method. The firms should bid the same

amount for the contract as uinder the McAfee _nd McMillan award. However,

this approach is impractical.

This approach creates many problems for the contractL-g officer. If

a contracting officer uses this approach, he must determine how many

different contract options he will use. Too many options may confuse both

the contracting officer and the firm. Additionally, the contracting

officer must determine what a values to use. The contracting officer may

offer options that may not minimize government payments. Finally, the

contracting officer may face more contract protests concerning awards from

usLig this method. The losing bidders may protest the assumptions used by

the contracting officer to determine the award winner based on the firms'

expected payments. This may increase litigation btween the federal

government and bidders.

6.1.3 SELECTING AN IMPLEMENTATION METHOD

In this section, I compare the various implementation proposals. I

use a rating scheme to compare these proposals. I then provide some

observations about the ratings.
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The comparisons use the criteria in Table 6.2 to select the best

method to apply the FPI contract. I subjectively rank these criteria from

the most to least important to the Air Force. For example, I consider

savings as the most important criterion in the study and the effect on

private firms as the least important. I rank these criteria in the

following order: savings to the Air Force, the number of required

contracting changes to implement the proposal, time to implement, cost to

implement, and effect on private firms.

Once I rank the criteria, I rate each proposal relative to other

proposals by using a numeric scale from 1 (the best) to 7 (the worst).

See Table 6.4 for these ratings. I include the current FFP contract

method to provide a benchmark for comparison.

Notice that in savings, the McAfee and McMillan approach, the

individually determined a, and the Menu of Contracts (assuming the

contracting officer offers an optimal a) provide the best levels of

savings. Thus, one should start focusing on these approaches since the

level of savings is very important to the Air Force.

Contracting changes also affect the decision to select an FPI

contract award method. The current FPI contract method, FPI contract use

of a single optimal a for each project type, and the use of the mean a of

individually calculated share rates under each project type require few

changes relative to the FEP contract method. The McAfee and McMillan

approach requires the most changes of all proposals.

The Air Force does not need much time to implement many of these FPI

contract proposals. Some of the proposals require just a few

modifications to policy letters or minor changes to regulations (compared

to the McAfee and McMillan approach). The calculation of a values can

range frum the single use of a mean value to an individually determined a

value. The individually calculated optimal a value proposal requires the

development of software to calculate a, which should not take long to

develop as discussed earlier.

Costs to implement various proposals also differ. The additional

costs to implement the proposals are relatively small compared to the
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TABLE 6.4

CRITERIA OPTIONS
( Ranked)

1 3 4 5 7

Savings. 7 6 1 4 5 1 1

Changes required. 1 2 7 2 2 5 6

Time to implement. 1 2 7 3 3 3 6

Costs to implement. 1 3 2 3 3 6 7

Acceptance by private
firms. 1 3 7 3 3 3 2

OPTIONS:

1 - Current FFP Contract Award Method

2 - Hypothetical FPI Award Procedures

3 - McAfee and McMillan FPI Contract Process

4 - Proposed FPI Contract Award Process Using A Single a For Each Project Type

5 - Proposed FFI Contract Award Process Using The Average a For Each Project
Type

6 - Proposed FPI Contract Award Process Using Individually Calculated a
Projections

7 - Proposed FPI Contract Award Process Using A Menu Of Contracts
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savings from using FPI contracts. As discussed above, the largest cost of

implementing the FPI contract is the DCAA auditing cost. The McAfee and

McMillan approach uses a random audit while the other methods use complete

DCAA audits. This results in a lower cost than the other FPI contract

methods. The menu of contracts proposal requires additional contracting

administration to evaluate which options to offer and how to select the

winning bidder.

Finally, the government must consider the degree of acceptance of

each proposal by private firms. Although the attitudes of private firms

are important, the goal of increasing savings is paramount. In general,

the private firms would oppose the use of FPI contracts. B-at if the Air

Force offers firms an FPI contract scheme, the firms I interviewed believe

the menu of contracts approach would be best. However, they would

consider all FPI contract options.8  These firms believe the McAfee and

McMillan approach deviated too much from the FAR and the government would

have a problem implementing this option.

6. 1.4 A RECOMMENDATION FOR AN FPI CONTRACT PROPOSAL

If the Air Force wants to implement an FPI contract proposal, it

should select a method that maximizes savings while minimizing changes to

regulations, costs, time to implement and other adverse effects. Some

proposals do better in one category, while performing worse in others.

The proposals involving the McAfee and McMillan approach and individually

calculating a values score the highest in savings (however, the McAfee arid

McMillan method has a higher net savings rate due to lower auditing

costs). However, the proposal that involves individually calculated a

outperforms or meets the McAfee and McMillan approach in four of the

remaining five criteria. Even the option of using a single a for each

project type (that which maximizes savings across the type) outperforms

the McAfee and McMillan approach in two categories.

8. Interview with 23 construction firms (13 IFB firms and 10
8(d) firms) from 4-6 Nov 1990.
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I suggest that the Air Force use two methods sequentially to apply

the FPI contract. The Air Force should first use the proposal involving a

single a value (that which maximizes savings per project type) in the

short term. It should then use the proposal of individually calculated a

values in the long term. Both methods provide a relatively high rate of

savings, and they score well on the other criteria given above.

These proposals give the Air Force many options. The contracting

officers will need time to adjust to the use of FPI contracts. The use of

the single a value per project type uses an a value based on historical

data and analyses, unlike the arbitrary selection of a. This eases the

selection of a values for the contracting officer and allows him to get

familiar with the FPI contract without having to calculate an a value.

This also provides some time for the Air Force to develop software and

procedures for the contracting officer to estimate the optimal a by

individual project. As soon as the Air Force can successfully adopt the

use of individually developed a values, it can drop the use of the sirgle

a value per project type method.

The Air Force can increase the use of computer program-s like the

CCMAS and PDC to implement the proposals. The Air Force continually

upgrades its CCMAS compter program to improve estimated military

constnction project costs. Perhaps, the Air Force can use this cost

estimation model to provide the necessary range of estimates to calculate

the optimal a value. The FDC system also contains much historical data

that the contracting officer can use to estimate the number of bidders per

project and other characteristics. If the contracting officer canot

estimate bidders per project by the number of inquiries about the

contract, he could use this historical data. A computer programmer might

bridge the use of the CCMAS, PDC, and contracting officer supplied data to

allow one to calculate an optimal a value and an expected paymenrt. The

computer program allows contracting officers to conduct sensitivity

analyses.
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6.2 ACTORS IN MILITARY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING

Various actors within the federal government and private industry

will have to change their behavior to accommodate the implementation of

the FPI contract in the military construction program. This section

describes these actors and their potential reactions to this change in

contracting.

6.2.1 GOVERNMENT ACTORS

Increased use of incentive contracts by the Air Force directly

affects contracting officers, comptrollers, judge advocate generals, and

civil engineers. These changes also affect the Army and Navy.

6.2.1.1 CONTRACTING OFFICERS

The actors most affected by increased FPI contract use are

government contracting officers. Contracting officers at the base level

must implement these changes and their workloads will increase. The

introduction of FPI contracts may severely affect their ability to award

contracts and alter certain roles and responsibilities of the contracting

officer.

Contracting officers may not feel adequately prepared to award FBI

contracts due to their complex nature relative to FFE contracts. Today's

contracting officers suffer from a lack of contracting experience. This

lack of experience is due to the retirement of many senior civil servant

contracting officers who entered federal government service in the 1950s

and 1960s; departure of contracting officers from government service due

to low pay relative to their private industry counterparts; and the

drawdown of military and civil servant personnel. 9 Although a younger,

less experienced contracting officer force may have less resistance to the

idea of using incentive contracts, this also creates some problems. A

9. Interview with the Director, Air Force Contract
Administration Division, 21 Jun 1990.
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1986 American Bar Association survey of contracting officers found that

"they lacked confidence in the value of their training" to prepare them to

operate in complex, rapidly changing contracting situations. 1 0 Since the

implementation of FPI contracts entails more contract administration than

FFP contracts, these contracting officers may feel that they lack adequate

training and experience to award an FPI contract.

Contracting officers must orchestrate all phases of contracting

activities, but they usually specialize in one of two areas: procuring

activities or contract administration (this applies to all services). The

procuring contracting officer (PCO) negotiates, signs, terminates, and

settles disputes between the government and the private firm. The

administrative contracting officer (ACO) normally handles payments,

modifications, and monitors contract performance. The government assigns

most ACOs to the Defense Contract Management Agency to monitor large

production contracts (e.g., aircraft or ship contracts), b.t ba-se level

ACOs normally handle contract administrative tasks (e.g., ensure contract

status reports are completed and make progress payments) for military

construction projects (or ACOs assigned from a regional COE or NAVFAC

contracting activity). The PCOs would determine an optimal share rate,

award the contract, negotiate any contract disputes or modifications, and

terminate the contract. These activities would complicate what most

contracting officers consider a somewhat 'easy" award of a military

construction contract using an FFP contract.

If the Air Force uses FPI contracts for military constnrction, an

ACO would have to oversee more contract details. The ACOs would need to

monitor any potential project cost overrun or underrn by working more

intensely with price analysts, auditors, civil engineers, quality

assurance representatives, property administrators, and others. This will

affect the determination of contract payments to the firm since the ACO

might uncover fraudulent activities or mistakes in cost accounting by the

firm. This reduces the available time to monitor other contracts and may

influence potential promotions.

10. See Fox, The Defense Management Challenge, p. 165
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6.2.1.2 THE DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY (DCAA)

The DCAA is responsible for providing contract auditing during and

after contract performance and contract accounting/financial advice to the

PCO and ACO. The DCA's responsibilities include examining and developing

sufficient evidence to verify contractor claimed costs and whether the

firm applies these costs properly to the correct contract. I I The use of

FPI contracts will increase the work of the DCAA. This means the DCAA

will need more auditors, and require additional resources.

Supporting the DCAA is the Air Force Audit Agency (AFAA). Though

the DCAA is the primary organization responsible for contract cost

evaluation, the AFAA can conduct the audit activities involving

construction contracts if there are no DCAA auditors available. 12 Most

Air Force major bases have access to a resident installation level auditor

(over 54 audit offices). 3

6.2.1.3 COMPTROLLER

Another government actor affected by a change to incentive contracts

is the comptroller. If the incentive contract can reduce contract

payments, this will help the comptroller to meet military constr.ction

requirements with limited resources. Incentive contracts, on average, do

reduce government expenditures, b-it the comptrollers must be aware that

some individual contracts may face rx_tential cost overruins that could

require more funds than pla-ned. The average parmrits, however, should

result in an overall decrease in Air Force expenditures.

Comptrollers face two major problems with incentive contracts. They

lack experience at base level to budget for incentive contracts and the

Air Force needs to determine how to handle savings from these contracts.

11. See Defense Contract Audit Agency, DCAA CntractAudi
Manual, p. 102.
12. Ibid, p. 123.
13. See Air Force Association, "The United States Air Force in
Facts and Figures," p. 108.
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A major problem involving comptroller personnel is the lack of

experience, at base level, to budget for incentive contracts in military

construction projects. This may require further training and education

among comptroller personnel.

Another problem involves the disposition of the savings from FPI

contracts. The Congress specifically authorizes and appropriates funds at

a certain level for specific construction contracts. The Air Force should

ensure provisions are made to allow it to use any excess funds (from

potential project underruns) to pay for another project's modifications or

cost overruns. This problem differs from other procurement activities due

to the sensitivity of construction project approval and scrutiny by the

Congress. For example, the comptroller can authorize the expenditures of

excess operations and maintenance funds in such diverse areas as supplies,

travel, or contract services. The expenditure of military construction

fund is not as flexible.

Incentive contract use dcs not seem to alarm the director of the

Air Force's military construction budget. The director thought FPI

contract use would not alter their budgeting, obligation, and accounting

for military construction funds since they frequently reprogram funds

between construction projects between MAJCOMs with little opposition from

the Congress. 14 The Congresc concentrates on the approval of facility.

projects, not reprogramming fundE.

6.2. 1.4 STAFF JTGE ADVC ATE GENERAL

Under an FPI contract, firms might aro.ie atnxut the actual costs they

incur that affect their contract payments. The firm may try to justify

certain costs that allow it to increase its firm's payment. This may

require a legal interpretation or action on the Air Force's part if the

firm sues the Air Force over the cost determination. The Air Force's

judge advocate general, the legal arm of the Air Force (and similar

14. Interview with the Director, Budget Investment (Assistant
for Military Construction), 25 Sep 1991.
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service legal agencies) would get more involved with contracting

activities in this case.

Although the government faces the potential threat of more

litigation, this may not be true. The firm can sue the government to

change payments. Currently, the PCO can deny any firm's claims. The firm

can appeal its claim in federal court. However, according to the Office

of the Staff Judge Advocate of the Air Force's Contract Litigation

Division, the amount of litigation may be lower under an FPI contract than

an FFP contract. 15  Incentive contracts are more flexible in their

payments and the firms may not be motivated to sue. If the firm overruns

its bid, it will receive some cost subsidy for the overrun by the

government. Firms have to litigate all claims under FFP contracts to seek

more payments or they have to modify the contract.

Conversely, under an FFP contract an- contract modification comes

under intense scrutiny by the judge advocate general and other actors.

This scrutiny may identify and stop questionable payments.

6.2.1.5 CIVIL ENGINEERS

Civil engineers also have a role in incentive contract use. Under

an FFP contract, contracting officers use a civil engineer developed cost

estimate to determine if the bids are excessively high, and if the project

should be awarded to a small, disadvantaged business. Under an FPI

contract, the civil engineers need to determine a range of estimated costs

to determine an optimal a and expected contract pa-iyment. This may require

a review and analysis of cost estimation techniques and relationships to

ensure the estimate is accurate.

Typically, civil engineers develop a single cost estimate for

construction project costs. 1 6  The civil engineers need to develop a range

of estimated project costs to allow the PCO to calculate Ch and cl. The

15. Interview with the Director of Civil Law and Litigation,
21 Jun 1990.
16. Interview with the Office of the Civil Engineer and the
Air Force Engineering and Services Center, 21 Jun 1990.
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civil engineers may need more training to estimate ranges of estimated

costs instead of a single cost estimate. This also requires a change in

the current. computer software.

6.1.1.6 CTHER SERVICES

Besides the Air Force, incentive contracts affect the Army and the

Navy. The Army and Navy normally manage most of the actual construction

and contract award activities of the project. These services do have to

consult with the Air Force on the contract strategy for its projects. 17

If the COE and NAVFAC oppose the use of FPI contracts, this may create a

conflict.

The COE contract management hierarchy was not aware of many cases of

non-FFP contracts on construction and were hesitant toward accepting the

use of FPI contracts in construction. 1 8  Their experience with

construction contracts involved mostly FF? contracts and only a very few

cost reimbursement contracts. This may have created an air of hesitancy

about incentive contracting use due to the lack of experience of

successful FPI contract use in military construction.

During World War II several COE contracting officers believed and

advocated that the Army should use a contract having aspects similar to a

CPFF and an FFP contract in some situations; essentially, they wanted to

use an FPI type contract. 19 These contracting officers recommended it.s

use in projects involving "risky" projects, like utilities projects, that

involve the use of new construction techniques or technology.

Another reason the COE contracting management personnel seems

hesitant to recommend incentive contracts was the determination of a

proper a. The COE contracting officers were not even aware of the joint

DoD and NASA Incentive Contract Guide that provides guidance to estimate

17. See Department of the Air Force 1955(d), AFR 88-3 New
Construction, para 5(d).
18. Interview with the Corps of Engineers, 17 Jul 1990.
19. See Fine and Remington, The Corps of Engineers:
Construction in the United States, p. 564.
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an U. 2 0  This method calculates share rates that do not depend on the

number of bidders, their expected costs, project types, or other

variables. Many contracting officers at the Pentagon, MAJCOMs, and base

level also were not aware of this guide for contracting work.

The NAVFAC, like the COE, also contracts for Air Force construction

projects. The Navy seemed more enthusiastic about the potential use of

contracts other than FFP contracts. They have used fixed price award fee

contracts for facility remodeling and military family housing

rehabilitation projects in the past.21 Under this contract type, the

contracting officer awards a minimum fee and can increase the fee based on

a government panel's subjective fee appraisal of the firm's project

quality. The NAVFAC Pacific Division did. not receive any firm protests or

complaints when they converted FFP contracts to fixed price award fee

contracts for facility remodeling projects; apparently, these firms

understood the Navy would subjectively determine their fee.. The Air Force

defines this contract type as a form of an incentive contract for

construction projects. 2 2 The Navy uses this contract type to persuade

firms to improve quality or another intangible performance factor on its

cons t_.ction jobs.

6.2.1.7 THE SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTPATION

The Small Business Administration (SBA) also plays a major part. in

any attempt to implement the use of incentive contracts for military

constr-ction. The majority of contracts awarded in military construction

are .uxder the authority of the SBA (72 percent of all competed and sole

source contract awards aid about 50 percent of all contract dollars). The

20. See Department of the Air Force 1969(a), Incentive
Contracting Guide, p. 72.
21. Interview with the Navy Facility and Engineering Command's
Pacific Division, 17 Sep 1990.
22. See Department of the Air Force 1989(i), United States Air
Borce Project Manager's Guide For Design and Construction, p.
2-14.
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major concern by the SBA is the requirement for a firm to establish an
accounting system to allow the DCAA to audit costs.

Contracting officers from all services and the SBA voiced concern

about small and disadvantaged firms not having an extensive accounting

system that meets DCAA accounting standards for incentive contracts.

These contracting officers all say that the burden of maintaining the

standard cost accounting system used by the DCAA is very expensive, and

that this could raise firms' costs and contract payments.
However, the issue concerning the cost accounting system is not

insurmountable. The DCAA does not require SBA contract awarded firms to

maintain a government approved standard accounting system. They do

require firms to maintain one if the contract value is over $10 million

(in fact, many non-SBA awarded military construction contracts have values

less than this threshold).23  A DCAA official suggested that a less

expensive, modified cost accounting system for SBA awards could allow ie

DCAA to determine actual costs. This system would not require much efi ,

for the firm since it would follow commercial accounting practices and use

standard Internal Revenue Service depreciation procedures.

6.2.2 PRIVATE ACTORS

Implementation of incentive contracts not only affects government

operations, but changes private firm behavior. Two major groups from

private industry that bear the greatest impatct are the Associated General

Contractors of America (AGC) and individual private construction firms.

6.2.2.1 THE ACO

The AGC provides a lobbying effort. to represent the interests of

private construction firms to the Congress and the DoD. The AGC opposes

23. See Defense Contract Audit Agency, DCAA Contract Audit
Manual, Sec 8-103 and FAR, Sec. 30.301(b3).
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anything but openly competitive, FFP contracts. 2 4  It also does not

support 8(d) awards. They believe a firm should bear all cost

responsibility for a project.

The AGC has advocated the use of FFP contracts since World War 11.25

They believe an FFP contract award is cheaper for the federal government,

simpler to award, and easier to bid on than other contract types. Duing

World War II the Army experimented with constriction contracts that used

negotiations with firms to select the lowest cost contractor instead of a

first price sealed bid award. The AGC successfully pressed local

congressmen and the COE to return to FFP contracts with first price sealed

bid awards. 2 6

The interviewed AGC representatives in the national and local

chapter offices also oppose the idea of using SBA awards. These

representatives told me they felt that the constriction industry has

excess capacity and the federal government should openly compete all

contracts among all qualified firms. They also mentioned that SBA

eligible firms do not need special consideration and if those firms cannot

compete openly, they should leave the industry.

The AGC does not have any experience with the use of incentive

contracts. The representatives I interviewed were not sure how an FPI

contract calculates a contract payment and did not have any idea under

what : onditions the Air Force could apply the FPI contract to milit-ary

construction f ojects. They told me that -;ince the federal government has

used FFP contracts for decades, it does not need any changes.

6.2.2.2 PRIVATE FIRMS

Private firms face many _x tential cnanges in contract strategy and

behavior if the Air Force switches to incentive contracts in its military

24. Interview with the Associated General Contractor-s of
America, 18 Jul 1990.
25. Interview with the Associated General Contractors of
America, 18 Jul 1990.
26. See Fine and Remington, The Corps of Engineers:
Construction in the United States, p. 577.
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construction program. The firms may not understand how the share rate

works or the implications for risk sharing inherent in the FPI contract.

If a firm does not understand how an a value will affect its possible

payments, this may affect its behavior. Also, the firms may not be

comfortable wi+h reporting actual costs to the DCAA. The firm also needs

to develop a DCAA acceptable cost accounting system.

Some commercial construction firms have used FPI contracts in the

past with much success. 2 7 These firms told me that FPI contracts can save
money and that their contractors did not have any problems understanding

the terms or conditions of the contracts once the firms receive an

adequate explanation of the contract. Unlike the federal government,

private firms can select specific firms and directly negotiate with them.

The contracting officer, normally, cannot negotiate with individual firms

competing for military construction awards.

The B-siness Roundtable, an association of large US corporations

interested in many business topics (including construction) recommends

that. firms use incentive contracts in construction. 2 8 The Bsiness

Roundtable found that most construction jobs operate at extremes, Either

the construction firm assumes all risks (FFF contracts) or the firm hiring

a construction firm assumes the overrun risk (cost reimbursement

ccntracts). 2 9 Their study found that owners (firms that hire construction

firms) should develop a mixed strategy between these two extremes by using

incentive contracts. The study estimates that using an FFP contract

Lnstead ,-f an FPI contract could increase cost2- up to 5 percent. ! 0

6.3 GOVERNMENT ACTIONS TO EASE FPI CONTRACT APPLICATION

in order for the Air Force to use the FFI contract in military

constru~ction, it must consider taking certain actions to implement this

27. Interviews with Bechtel and Fluor Corporations.
28. See Business Roundtable 1982(a), Contractual Arrangement
Report A-7, p. 11.
29. Ibid, p. 16.
30. See Business Roundt ible 1983(b), More Construction for the

ilrie',. p. 5S.
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contracting change. Some of these changes do not require much effort,

while others may require substantial adjustments by individuals and

organizations. In this section, I discuss some of the changes that the

federal government can implement now to prepare the military constr.iction

community to accept and implement FPI contracts. These changes involve

regulations, education and training, and cost accounting systems.

6.3.1 REGULATIONS

The first required change in Air Force military construction

contracting procurement regulations involves the use of FPI contracts in

all types of military constriction situations. Many civil engineers and

construction contracting officers refer to such documents as the USAF

Project Manager's Guide for Design and Construction for military

construction contracting guidance. According tc. this document, before an

Air Force contracting officer can use a contract other than an FFF or

fixed price award fee contract, he must get approval from HQ US'AF/CE, or

higher approval. This stipulation includes the FF1 contract.

Many interviewed contracting officers said they did not want the

attention or want to take the effort to use FPI contracts unader this

system. They regard the use of incentive contracts as a "risky"

proposition to "'bck" the system. Allowing the contracting officers more

flexibility to use the FFI contracts, without HQ USAF/CE approval, can

reduce a big obst-acle toward implementing the use of incentive contracts.

Similar gu~idance in the COE and NAVFAC can allow more latitude to

contracting officers to use different contract types as well.

If this system is not changed, approvals from HQ USAF to use FFI

contracts also will require a hiuge investment of contracting officer time

and effort. Contracting officers may not be able to award properly,

monit.o:, or administer other contracts because FPI contracts reduce the

available workirg time. This process can significa,_ntly slow down

scheduled project. completions on other contracts, which can result in

complaints from the contracting officer' s superior and affect, the

contracting officer's career.
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Contracting officers work in an environment that stresses the use of

regulations and standard operating procedures over individual initiative.

These contracting officers rely on written instructions, policies, and

regulations to conduct their contracting activities. Thus, contracting

officers operate in an organizational environment similar to Graham

Allison's Model II organization.31  In this case, the procurement

organization relies primarily on using regu-lations and written policies

that promote FFP contracts. According to Allison, standard operating

procedures (SOPs) provide well established and understood rules of

behavior for these organizations. 3 2 These SOPs, in the form of the FAR

and civil engineering contracting policy, define the behavior of

individuals within the organization. Perhaps the Air Force can revise the

appropriate regulations and SOPs. In the long run, according to Allison,

the organization's output (i.e., FPI contract use) can be best influenced

by changing SOPs. 3 3

6.3.2 EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The federal government contracting officer, comptroller, and civil

engineering personnel will need more education and training. Also,

civilian firms require education about the FFI contract.

B=ise level contracting officers will need to improve their skills to

estimate optimal a values. Unless the contracting officer c.an

successfully calculate this a, the incentive contract may not produce

optimal saving s rates. This skill takes time and practice, not just

fo=mal training courses.

For Air Force contracting officers, a prime source to provije

initial and continuing education concerning contractirg comes from the Air

Training Command (ATC) and the Air Force Institute of Technology's (AFIT)

School of Systems and Logistics. ATC provides courses in basic and staff

officer level contracting that all Air Force contracting off, ors must

31. See Allison, E.sence of Decision, p. 67.
32. Ibid, p. 68.
33. Ibid, p. 256.
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attend. AFIT provides refresher courses in residence and at various

locations around the world and a correspondence course that covers several

topics involving contract administration.3 4  ATC and AFIT could revise

their courses to reflect more emphasis on FPI contracts.

Another source of education, at a higher level, involves the

education of acquisition managers and contracting officers at the Defense

Systems Management College (DSMC). The DSMC provides courses on contract

management and administration to potential program managers concerning

major weapon systems acquisitions. However, many of these weapon systems

programs involve facility construction. DSMC could show how the

application of incentive contracting to construction can potentially

reduce payments for future projects.

Additionally, the federal government may need to revise requirements

for new contracting officers (military or civilian) that includes certain

prerequisites. To become an entry level contracting officer, an applicant

must possess a bachelor's degree. The Air Force prefers a specialization

in business administration, industrial management, or industrial

engineering, but this requirement is not mandatory. 35 Since the model in

this study assumes some familiarity in statistics, one should consider

this requirement. In fact, a DSMC instructor said that many students do

not take his incentive contracting class due to its math content, which is

finding the slope of a linear function.

One way to alleviate this problem is, to require additional

mathematical prerequisites to become a contracting officer. The Air Force

could increase its entry requirements for contracting officers or add a

more rigorous mathematical curriculum to its training. The Air Force also

can require more math or quantitative methods refresher courses for

current contracting officers.

Another change is to educate contracting officers to read and

understand cost reports from the DCAA (or AFAA). Many contracting

34. See Air Force Institute of Technology 1990(b), "School of
Civil Engineering and Services, p. 11.
35. See Department of the Air Force 1990(g), Curriculum Policy
Guide, p. 12.
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officers administer FFP contracts and may not know how to interpret cost

audit reports. These reports may help a contracting officer to avoid cost

overruns and other potential problems. The government can use cost

analysis courses to help these contracting officers read and properly

analyze DCAA cost reports.

The Air Force also can revise the ATC and AFIT courses for the

comptroller and civil engineering personnel. The comptroller personnel

can receive additional courses in how to budget for incentive contracts at

base level. Additionally, the civil engineers could get more training on

advanced cost estimation techniques to improve their estimates.

Educating civilian firms on incentive contracts is also important.

Frequently, the SBA and DoD offer seminars and conferences to the public

on how firms can sell their products to the government. The federal

government also prepares documents to help a firm sell products and

services to selected agencies (e.g., Selling to the Military). 3

Additionally, when the Air Force prepares to solicit bids from firms on

construction projects it prepares a bid package that includes bidding

information and special contract clauses. Contracting officers could add

an explanation atxut incentive contracting for the prospective bidders.

6.3.3. COST ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

The DCAA should start the design of a modified cost. accounting

system for 8(d) awards. Though the DCAA may require less stringent. cost

accounting system standards for many SBA firms, the PCO still needs

validated costs to decide final payments. As discussed earlier, the DCAA

could implement a modified cost accou.nting system that should provide

enough data for the ACO to process progress payments and PCO to determine

a final payment. 37

36. See Department of Defense 1990(c), Selling to the
Military.
37. Interview with the Director, Air Force Contract
Administration Division and the Defense Contract Audit Agency,
18 Jul 1991.
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Many interviewed 8(d) firms admitted that they did not keep accurate

cost data for most of their projects (military or civilian). 3 8  An

organized cost accounting system may indirectly benefit these firms by

forcing these firms to evaluate financial decisions based on more accurate

information from their current activities. This could help the firms

streamline their businesses and become more competitive and efficient.

6.4 IMPLICATIONS OF FPI CONTRACT USE

If the Air Force uses the FPI contract, the federal government may

face some difficult contracting issues. In this section, I discuss these

implications and how they might affect the contracting activities in the

government and private industry. These issues include: the application of

FFI contracts in other organizations; the increased use of FPI contracts

in private industry; the application to other types of procurement; more

competition between firms; lower firm profitability under FPI contracts;

and reduced labor and material costs.

6.4.1 APPLICATION TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

If the Air Force applies the FPI contract to military constru.ction,

other federal _agencies might. try to lower their payments on construction

projects by using FPI contracts. The federal government agencies, other

than the DoD, that spend the most money on constr.ction activities include

the Department of Transportation, the Department of Energy, arid the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).39 The Department of

Transportation provides billions of dollars for highway and other

38. I interviewed about 24 8(d) military construction
contract awardees from September 1990 to December 1990 that
admitted that their cost accounting system had problems.
39. See Office of Management and Budget 1989(a), 1990(b), and
1991(c), Budget of the United States Government, various
pages.
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transport ation construction, but it frequently gives funds directly to

states in the form of grants and trusts to bild and contract for the

projects. The Department of Energy and NASA build test laboratories and

facilities to house high technology systems.

Not all federal agencies may have the experience to apply

successfully the FPI contract. Although the DoD and NASA have not used

FPI contracts in military constriction in the past, they have used FPI

contracts in other projects. The two agencies have experience with the

use of FPI contracts in many situations involving the production of many

products like aircraft, space boosters, and satellite systems. In

contrast, many contracting officers from other agencies were not familiar

to FPI contracts. I talked to the General Services Administration, the

Department of Transportation, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and the

Department of Veteran's Affairs to get their views on incentive contracts.

Each contracting officer mentioned that all their current construction

awards were FFP contracts. Some of these contracting officers told me

they knew about FPI contracts, bit that they did not use them in any of

their current contracts.

These non-DoD and NASA contracting officers may not know how to

apply the incentive contracts. If they attempt to award an FPI contract,

they may award contracts with a non-optimal a value. They also may not

have the capability to audit costs or administer the contract. This may

result in contract delays and litigation.

6.4.2 SPREADI G THE USE OF FPI CONTRACTS

If the Air Force can demonstrate that it can successfully reduce

payments in the military construction area, firms might try to use FPI

contracts with their subcontractors. The federal government cannot

require a firm using subcontracts to manage the activities of its

subcontractors in a particular manner. If the firm improperly uses an FPI

contract, the subcontractor can default on the contract, sue the firm, or

delay contract completion. This can delay the overall completion of the

construction contract.
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If firms plan to use FPI contracts, they must investigate how they

can successfully apply the contract like the Air Force. Unlike the Air

Force, the firms can directly negotiate with bidders and usually do not

use first price sealed bid award methods, which can affect the

determination of an a value. Any miscalculation of a and subsequent

adverse reaction by subcontractors to the FPI contract can affect the

firm's future acceptance of the Air Force's offered FPI contracts. This

can result in firms pressing their local congressional representatives and

the AGC lobbying government officials to stop the use of FPI contracts.

If the federal government decides to use incentive contracts for

construction, other levels of government might use this contract type as

well. State and local governments frequently use FFP contracts or similar

contracting strategies used by the federal government. These governments

could view the use of FPI contracts for construction as a potential

approach for their highway, facilities, and other public works projects.

Since the federal government funds much of these efforts, it also might

encourage states and local governments to use FPI contracts to reduce

expected contract payments.

6.4.3 APPLICATION TO ( HER TYPES OF PROCUPMEM'ENT

Federal government contracting officers could use FPi contracts on

projects that have characteristics like military constniction. Many

contracting officers use military constru.ction as the quintessential

project type in which the federal government should only use FEP

contracts. If substantial savings are possible from the use of FPI

contracts on these construction contracts, then contracting officers might

use these contracts on other projects. This could increase the use of EPI

contract types to projects where the government once used FFP or cost.

reimbursement contracts.

The federal government contracting officers could most successfully

use FPI contracts on projects that have few bidders or wide cost ranges.

These projects may have relatively firm specifications and requirements,
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but the firms may not have the experience to make a product for a fixed

price.

The DoD does use FPI contracts in the initial stages of production

of aircraft systems such as the F-16 Fighting Falcon. 4 0  The Navy also

uses FPI contracts in ship construction and overhaul. However,

acquisition programs other than weapon systems rarely involve this

contract type. The Air Force could identify other projects for which FPI

contracts may seem more desirable than a cost reimbursement or FFP

contract. These ideas may lead to the greater use of FPI contracts

throughout the DoD and federal government.

6.4.4 INCREASED COMPETITION

Many economists support the concept of competition and encourage the

federal government to expand its use in the determination of contract

awards. The use of FPI contracts may increase the number of firms bidding

on the contract (perhaps risk averse firms that would not enter the

competition for the contract award, .mder an FIE contract, would bid under

a safer FPI contract, which may result in some unexpected effects. For

example, competition can make firms more innovative. Increased

competition also may cause firms to commit fraud.

Competition indirectly forces firms to become more innovative in

terms of production management or cost reduction efforts. For example,

under the bid competition effect, low cost firms must find some way to

lower their bids in order to win the contract award. These low cost firms

may try new methods of constn.-ction for facilities or attempt to perfect

ways to substitute less costly techniques for construction.

Competition, however, also creates some adverse effects among firms.

To win a contract award, the firm may grossly overstate its ability to

build a facility under cost, ahead of schedule, and in excess of technical

specifications. The firms may try to submit fraudulent billings or use

40. See Bodilly, Camm, and Pei, Analysis of Air Force
Aircraft Multiyear Procurements with Implications for the F-2.
p. 3-0.
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lower quality materials and bill the Air Force for high quality (and

higher priced) materials to get reimbursed. The firms may feel that they

could increase their profit by submitting cost padded bills and getting a

partial reimbursement. The DCAA and contracting officer mupt be able to

identify these overcharges.

6.4.5 REDUCED PROFITABILITY

The McAfee and McMillan model of FPI contracts in military

construction shows that the Air Force could save money. This reduces

profits for IFB contract award firms; but more importantly, it can affect

the acceptance of the contract by many small, disadvantaged businesses.

Reducing the profits for these small, disadvantaged businesses may force

some of these firms to leave the industry or curtail their business

activities with the federal government. The government may want to retain

these minority- or woman-owned firms in the industry for social reasons.

These reductions in profits (with decreased risk of cost overruns

for the firms), especially for the small businesses, may affect the use of

FPI contracts. This is especially true during times of economic downturn

when some economists may view the use of government expenditures as a

stimulus to the economy. The Congress may want the Air Force to use FFP

contracts in a depressed economy to stimulate the construction industry

and save jobs despite the higher expected payments.

This concern brings up a broader question about the social benefit

of contracting out construction work to small businesses. Earlier, I

discussed the difference in payments between 8(a), 8(d), and IFB awards

ccmpared to the government cost estimates. Bids are higher for 8(a) -and

8(d) awards than bids for IFB awards relative to government cost

estimates. One must ask if the federal government believes this effort is

wort.h the additional rnst, to the D cD t.n supnrt t.hs sm11] diF ,dv:ntagd

businesses. Apparently, the federal government does want to help small

businesses even at the cost of spending additional funds. The government.

ray need to reevaluate procurement goals and policies.
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6.5 SUMMMARY

The federal government can take several actions to implement the FPI

contract in the military construction program. The government should

consider how to select the particular contract scheme to apply the FPI;

how contract changes to the present FFP contract scheme will affect

certain actors; what actions it can take now to ease FPI contract

implementation; and various implications that arise from the increased use

of FPI contracts.

The Air Force can apply the FPI contract to military constriaction

using several approaches. The Air Force should take a two step approach.

In the short run, it can use a single optimal a value derived from

maximizing savings per project type. This selected a value is designed

to minimize expected contract payments by project type. In the long run,

the Air Force can develop the appropriate procedures and software to

calculate individual a values per project, like the McAfee and McMillan

model.

Government and private actors are affected by the use of FPI

contracts. The main actor in the federal government is the contracting

officer. The federal government has to convince and properly train the

contracting officers to accept and award FPI contracts since these

individuals must administer the contracts. However, the government must

consider other governmental actors that include auditors, comptrollers,

staff judge advocate generals, civil engineers, members of other services,

and the Small Business Administration.

In order to ease the implementation of the FPI contract, the

government can take certain actions now. The federal government can

modify certain acquisition regulations and policies to allow contracting

officers to use FPI contracts on military constniction projects.

Contracting officers and private firms also would benefit from improved

education and training about the use of FPI contracts. This allows them

to understand how the FPI contract works and how they might calculate an a

value. Additionally, the DCAA can modify cost accounting systems to
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ensure the government and private industry can fairly determine costs in

order to calculate final payments.

The use of FPI contracts also results in certain implications for

the federal government. If the Air Force can save money on its military

construction program, other federal agencies and private industry might

increase their use of the FPI contract. The success of FPI contracts on

military construction projects also may spread its use to other types of

procurement. The increased use of FPI contracts can lead to increased

competition and will reduce profitability among firms. The government

must decide whether the reduction in profits for certain construction

firms, due to the FPI contract, is worth the savings from these contracts.

The federal government must especially weigh the effect of FFI contracts

on 8(d) award firms.
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